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Resumen

Los asistentes de pruebas son una herramienta de software donde es posible desarrollar pro-
gramas sobre los cuales se pueden demostrar propiedades y aśı certificarlos. Esto es posible
a través de teoŕıas de tipo altamente expresivas que sirven como marcos de trabajo lógicos,
donde pruebas y programas coexisten. Por otro lado, los lenguajes de programación modernos
y sus sistemas de tipo asociados soportan, de alguna forma u otra, el manejo de excepciones.
Sin embargo, los asistentes de pruebas no proveen un mecanismo de excepciones debido a
la naturaleza de estos: las excepciones pueden producir sistemas inconsistentes (las pruebas
no son válidas), lo que invalida el objetivo de un asistente de pruebas. De esta forma, no es
posible utilizar excepciones en programas. Para el caso del Calculus of Inductive Construc-
tions (CIC), la teoŕıa de tipos usada por el asistente de pruebas Coq, existen trabajos previos
que han añadido excepciones la teoŕıa. Sin embargo, estas extensiones resultan incómodas
debido a que se pierden propiedades importantes de la teoŕıa, como es la consistencia de la
teoŕıa, o no es posible razonar sobre excepciones de manera directa. El presente trabajo crea
una nueva teoŕıa de tipo, la Reasonably Exceptional Type Theory (RETT), donde es posible
trabajar con excepciones y razonar sobre ellas de forma simple, directa y consistente. Esta
teoŕıa diferencia entre sus los elementos computacionales y sus los elementos proposicionales
(o teoremas), donde los elementos computacionales siempre pueden ser excepciones mientras
que los teoremas siempre son puros (no son excepciones). Adicionalmente, la teoŕıa provee
un mecanismo que permite expresar que un elemento computacional debe ser puro. La val-
idación de esta teoŕıa se realiza por una traducción sintáctica hacia CIC. Esta traducción
provee buenas propiedades meta teóricas, lo que permite su uso como teoŕıa subyacente
para un asistente de pruebas con excepciones. Además, se desarrolló un plugin para Coq,
el cuál hace disponible la teoŕıa a los programadores. De esta forma, RETT es la primera
teoŕıa de tipos con excepciones consistente que permite el razonamiento sobre estas, con una
implementación para Coq.
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Abstract

Proof assistants are software tools where it is possible to develop certified programs: pro-
grams along proofs of the desired properties. This is made possible by highly expressive type
theories that serve as logical frameworks, where proofs and programs coexist. On the other
hand, modern programming languages and their type systems support, in one way or an-
other, exception handling. However, proof assistants do not provide an exception mechanism
due their nature: exceptions can produce inconsistent systems (proofs are not valid), which
invalidates the objective of a proof assistant. Thus, it is not possible to use exceptions on
programs. For the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC), the core type theory of the
proof assistant Coq, there are previous works that have added exceptions to it. However,
these extensions are cumbersome because important properties of the theory are lost, such
as the consistency of the theory, or it is not possible to reason about exceptions directly. The
present work creates a new type theory, the Reasonably Exceptional Type Theory (RETT),
where it is possible to work with exceptions and reason about them simply, directly and
consistently. This theory differentiates between its computational elements and its proposi-
tional elements (or theorems), where computational elements can always be exceptions while
theorems are always pure (not exceptions). Additionally, the theory provides a mechanism
that allows expressing that a computational term must be pure. The validation of this theory
is done by a syntactic translation into CIC. This translation provides good meta-theoretical
properties, which allows its use as the core theory for a proof assistant with exceptions.
Further, we developed a plugin for Coq, which makes the theory available for programmers.
Thus, RETT is the first consistent type theory with exceptions that allows reasoning about
them, with an implementation in Coq.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Certified programming is an emerging field, where the written programs are accompanied
with a proof that they meet their specification. In other words, it is possible to establish
properties over the programs. These properties can be seen as mathematical theorems that
are machine-verified, all within the same programming language. This process can be carried
out in proof assistants such as Coq [26], Agda [25], Isabelle [30]. The focus of our work is
Coq.

Coq is a pure, functional, strictly typed programming language. Here, the theorems we are
able to define are actually types. This fact allows the interplay between proofs and programs
in the same programming language. For example, we can prove the associative property of
addition for natural numbers. First, we need to define what a natural number is. Coq allows
defining new types through its inductive types definition. The syntax to declare inductive
types is similar to the syntax for new data types in OCaml or Haskell:

Inductive nat :=
| O: nat
| S: nat → nat.

Here, we are saying that there are only two ways to construct a natural number nat: either
being O, which represents zero, or a successor S n for some natural number n. We can then
define the addition function as:

Fixpoint addition (n: nat) (m: nat): nat :=
match n with

| O ⇒ m

| S n0 ⇒ addition n0 (S m)
end.

Here, we are saying that addition is a function that takes two parameters of type nat and
returns a nat (the type after the colon). The body of the function does pattern matching on
the first argument. Note that we must consider all constructors related to the type and must
return the expected type for each branch, which is nat in this case. The pattern matching
translates like this: if n is zero, then return the second parameter. If n is a successor of some
natural number n0, then call recursively addition with parameters n0 and the successor of m,
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which is S m. We can establish that the expression n + m is equal to addition n m. With
these definitions, we can express the associative property as:

Theorem addition_is_associative: ∀ (n m: nat), n + m = m + n.

The previous theorem is actually a function that receives two parameters n and m of type
nat and produces a proof of associativity for them. The equality (=) is an inductive type
that expects two parameters of the same type and returns a proposition. It represents that
those two objects are equal. Thus, we are certifying a program.

An important feature of programming languages is exception handling. Exceptions are
useful in programming languages because they make explicit unexpected results and can
transfer execution in a non-local way. In languages like Java, OCaml and Python there is
a primitive structure in the language that defines how exceptions must be handled in that
scope: the try/catch block. Additionally, the language also provides a mechanism to raise
exceptions: throw. The essence of the previous structures is the following:

try {
. . .
i f f i leCouldNotBeOpen { throw IOExcepttion ( ) ; }
. . .

} catch ( IOException ) {
. . .

}

Haskell, on the other hand, takes a more pure approach: it does not provide a built-in
mechanism to handle exceptions. Instead, Haskell leverages on its type system and its do
notation to provide exception handling to the user: the monadic approach. In practice, the
types Maybe or Either can be used as exceptions, which can be transformed, raised and
handled:

e r ro rFunct ion : : String −> Maybe Int
e r rorFunct ion f i leName = do

f i l e <− openFile f i leName
content <− read f i l e
return ( numberOfLines content )

It is natural to ask: what is the mechanism that Coq provides for exception handling? Let
us assume the inductive type list:

Inductive list (A: Type) :=
| nil: list A

| cons: A → list A → list A.

where nil is the empty list and cons a l represents a new list with a on top of the other
elements of l. We would like to define the head function of lists to throw an exception if the
list is empty:
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Definition head (A: Type) (l: list A): A :=
match l with

| nil ⇒ raise ’empty list’

| cons a _ ⇒ a

end.

Sadly, Coq does not provide such a mechanism because it conflicts with its ability to certify
programs. Coq is the implementation of dependent type theory: the Calculus of Inductive
Constructions (CIC). In CIC, every function must be total and strictly typed. If CIC allows
indiscriminate exceptions like the head case, it loses important properties that open the door
to logical inconsistency. Coq supports the monadic approach to some extent, but it leads to
a cumbersome usage. Also, the monadic approach does not scale to the whole system due to
dependent types in CIC. Is it possible to add exceptions to Coq that can be used as in the
head function?

If exceptions were available in Coq, they could relieve the imposed totality of the language:
just raise an exception. Additionally, we could reason about programs that raise exceptions
and establish properties about them. However, proofs are programs, so there could be ex-
ceptional proofs: proofs made valid by an exception. This means that exceptions must be
handled with care at the propositional level because we want that proofs to remain valid
while still being able to reason about them.

There are previous works that added exceptions to CIC. One of these works introduced the
Exceptional Type Theory (ETT) [17]. ETT provides call-by-name exceptions to use freely
in the language. Moreover, we can reason about exceptions. However, this theory is not
logically consistent. In an attempt to recover logical consistency, [17] also introduced the
Parametric Exceptional Type Theory (PETT). PETT recovers logical consistency, but it
does not allow formulating theorems about exceptions.

This work presents a new type theory, the Reasonably Exceptional Type Theory (RETT)
that provides exceptions, maintains logical consistency and allows reasoning about excep-
tions. Besides, RETT provides a mechanism to request that an exceptional element of the
theory must not be an exceptions on-demand through a modality. Finally, we developed
CoqRETT, an implementation of RETT, as a plugin for Coq.

We review the background required for understanding our work in Chapter 2. Second,
we present the translation that generates RETT along its soundness in Chapter 3. We then
develop a modality over RETT which enables ad-hoc purity of terms in Chapter 4. Finally,
we realize the theory for Coq as a plugin in Chapter 5 along examples.

An extension of this work has been published at ICFP 2019 [19]. The present work is more
tailored to the plugin implementation.
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Chapter 2

Background

Our work is the development of a new type theory, but as stated before, type theories can
also be seen as programming languages. We take the approach of presenting CIC and its
foundations from a programming language perspective. Then, we present the base type
theories of our work, ETT and PETT.

2.1 Lambda Calculus

Programming languages are complex. In order to capture these complexities, it is necessary
to define abstractions. The lambda calculus is one.

In order to develop mathematics, it is necessary to define a context in which such definitions
make sense. This context, however, can be implicit or be formulated in natural language. This
motivated Church in the late 30’s to create a logical framework in which every variable and
proposition should state explicitly the context in which it is defined. The logical framework
he created was the lambda Calculus (λ-calculus) [5].

Church intended to use this framework as a foundation of mathematics, but it was demon-
strated logically inconsistent [13]. It then was used to capture the notion of computation [7]
and demonstrated equivalent to the Turing machine.

The λ-calculus is composed of three kinds of expression.

• Variables: x, y, z, . . .

• Applications: t1 t2

• Abstractions: λx. t

These expressions can be composed to form the terms of the calculus. We present them
in Backus-Naur form:

t, u :=x | λx. t | t u

The term x represents a variable. It can also be thought as an identifier for some expression.
The term λx. t represents a function (abstraction). It takes a parameter x and a body t, where
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x can be used in t. Lastly, t1 t2 represents an application, i.e., apply the term t2 to t1. The
following expressions are valid terms:

x y λx. x λx. λy. x λz. z (λx. z) (λz. z) (λx. z) (λy. y)

but these are not:

λ λx. λx.λ

Additionally, terms are left associative, which means that the terms

(λz. z) ((λx. z) x) y (λx. x) λz. z z

are respectively equivalent to

((((λz. z) ((λx. z) x)) y) (λx. x)) λz. (z z)

Finally, the terms of the form λx. λy. . . . are written as λx y. . . . for convenience.

With this simple setting, it is possible to capture the essence of computation. We know
how programs look, but we do not know how programs compute. Intuitively, if we have
a term of the form (λx. x) y, then it should compute to y, but this step of computation
is not declared in the syntax. How terms are computed or evaluated correspond to the
semantics of the calculus. The semantics establishes what a program means and it can
be formalized in a variety of ways. Throughout the document, we define the semantics of
calculi through operational semantics. Operational semantics specify behavior by defining
an abstract machine [20]. In essence, an operational semantics defines rules. These rules
establish when a step in computation can be applied. The relation step in computation is
defined as t1 . t2 and it defines that a term t1 computes to t2. Before giving some examples,
we have to introduce some definitions:

Definition 1 (Bound and free variables [20]). A variable x is said to be bound if x is
a sub-expression of λx. t, and it is bound to the innermost enclosed syntactical lambda. A
variable that is not bound, is said to be free.

For example, in λx. x y z (λx z. z x) the variable y is free, variable x is bound and the
variable z is free in the outermost lambda and bound in the inner one. x has two different
scopes. The x inside the inner lambda is not the same variable x as the outer lambda.

Definition 2 (Substitution [20]). Given a term t and u, we define the substitution
t{x := u} where all free occurrences of x are replaced by u.

With this definition we have that (λx. y x z (λx z. z x)){z := t} ≡ λx. y x t (λx z. z x)
Note that the inner z was not replaced because it is bound by the inner lambda.

Now we are able to define what a β-reduction is:

Definition 3 (β-reduction [20]). Given a term with of the form (λx. t1) t2, we say that
it β-reduces to t1{x := t2}. The terms of the form (λx. t1) t2 are called reducible expressions
(redex), and the process of taking redex and applying the substitution in the previous way is
known as β-reduction.

Given the following term

(λx. x) ((λy. y) (λz. z)) (λz. z)
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(λx. t1) t2 . t1{x := t2}
t1 . t2

t1 t . t2 t

Figure 2.1: Example of operational semantics for extended λ-calculus

the term (λx. x) ((λy. y) (λz. z)) is said to be the leftmost redex.

Note that β-reduction does not impose any condition on the terms. It only specifies when
it can be applied. For example, a valid β-reduction of the term λx. (λy. y) z is λx. z If
this is a valid reduction or not depends on the semantics we are embedding in the calculus.
More precisely, a reduction strategy establishes where it is possible to apply a reduction on
a term [20].

• Full β-reduction: All redexes are reducible without order.

• Normal-order reduction: Leftmost, outermost redex expression is reduced first. All
redex are reducible.

• Call-by-name reduction: Leftmost redex is reduced first until term is an abstraction.
Arguments are are not reduced. Reductions inside abstractions are forbidden.

• Call-by-value: Leftmost redex is reduced first until term is an abstraction. Arguments
are then reduced by the same strategy. Then reduce the resulting redex. Reductions
inside abstractions are forbidden as well.

As an example, we take the previous term (λx. x) ((λy. y) (λz. z)) (λz. z). Remember that
(λx. x) ((λy. y) (λz. z)) is the leftmost redex. Under a call-by-name strategy, we have the
following reduction:

(λx. x) ((λy. y) (λz. z)) . x{x := (λy. y) (λz. z)} ≡ (λy. y) (λz. z)

because arguments are not reduced. On the other hand, the previous term reduces under a
call-by-value strategy to:

(λx. x) ((λy. y) (λz. z)) . (λx. x) (y{y := λz. z}) ≡ (λx. x) (λz. z)

In Figure 2.1 we have an example of operational semantics that defines a call-by-name
strategy for the calculus. These rules establish the following reduction strategy: first evaluate
the left term and substitute the right term in the left only if the left term is a lambda. Note
that the first rule is just β-reduction.

Evaluating a term corresponds to keep applying reduction rules until no further rule applies.
When no rules apply, the resulting term is in normal form.

Definition 4 (Normal form [20]). A term t is said to be in normal form if no reduction
rule applies.

Here is an example of computation, assuming a call-by-value strategy (note the index to
emphasis that β-reduction is being used):

(λx. x) (λy. y) z .β (λx. x) z .β z

The variable z is the result of the computation because it is in normal form. Another example
is
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if true then t1 else t2 . t1 if false then t1 else t2 . t2

t . t′

if t then t1 else t2 . if t
′ then t1 else t2

∃n3, n3 = n1 + n2

n1 + n2 . n3

t1 . t
′
1

t1 + t2 . t1 + t2

t2 . t
′
2

n+ t2 . n+ t′2

Figure 2.2: Subset of rules of operational semantics for extended λ-calculus

(λx. x x)(λx. x x) .β (λx. x x)(λx. x x) .β . . .

We can see that the previous computation never stops reducing. This term is well known and
defined as omega Ω := (λx. x x)(λx. x x), and it does not have a normal form. The fact that
there exist non-terminating terms in the calculus has huge implications: being equivalent to
Turing machines and the inconsistency as a logic.

The lambda calculus can also be seen as a simple programming language1 with only func-
tion definition and application. While it is possible to encode the natural, booleans, and
their operators (if, plus, etc.) in this simple language, another approach is to add them to
the core. This extends the range of terms in the following way:

n := 1 | 2 | 3 | . . .
b := true | false

Here we define the booleans and naturals, and now we add them, plus their operators, to
the calculus:

k :=n | b
t := k | x | λx. t | t t | t+ t | t× t

if t then t else t

Figure 2.2 presents an additional subset of operational semantics rules: to evaluate an if
term we have to evaluate the conditional first in order to select the branch, and to evaluate
a sum we have to evaluate the left term first and then the right term.

The additions to the core calculus expose some issues inherent to the λ-calculus. The
following terms are valid in the language: (λx. x) 1, 1 + 0, if true then false else true,
true+ 1, (2 false) (note that the last one is an application). All these terms reach a normal
form, but not all make sense: true + 1, (2 false). Intuitively, a boolean and a number
cannot be added, and a number cannot be applied to a boolean. In fact, if a term cannot be
reduced, but it is not a valid term, then the term is stuck.

Definition 5 (Stuck term [20]). A term t is said to be stuck if it is in normal form, but
is not a value.

The definition of value must be formalized by the calculus. For example, we can define
that values in the calculus are: λx. x, n and b.

1The words calculus and language are used interchangeably
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B := {nat, bool}
T := τ | T → T
k :=n | b
t := k | x | λ(x : T ). t | t t | t+ t | t× t

if t then t else t

Figure 2.3: Extended simple typed lambda calculus λE→

All the previous issues motivated Church to define a variant of the λ-calculus: the typed
lambda calculus.

2.2 Typed Lambda Calculus

The simply-typed lambda calculus [6] (λ→) is a variant of λ-calculus in which every abstrac-
tion specifies the type of its argument:

T := τ | T → T
t :=x | λ(x : T ). t | t t

Where τ ∈ B with B being a set of base types.

Just as before, it is possible to add some primitives to the language just like in the untyped
case (see Figure 2.3), which generates an extended simply typed lambda calculus (λE→).
Nevertheless, it is also possible to define the same nonsensical terms in this language. It
seems that tagging the abstraction is useless. The missing key element is a type system. It
is the type system that discards such terms.

2.2.1 Type System

A type system is set of rules, called typing rules, that ensures that a set of errors could not
occur at execution time by doing a static analysis. This is done by applying the typing rules
over the terms, assigning them types and ensuring that the terms are composed correctly.
Thus, if a type system fails to type a term, the term probably has a flaw.

Type systems enforce properties. The rules that conform them are designed to establish
properties over the terms of the language. For example, it is possible to define a type system
over λE→ such that only numbers can be added with the following rules:

n ∈ N
n : nat

n1 : nat n2 : nat

n1 + n2 : nat

Type systems can enforce much more complex properties such as: concurrent programs
without data races, keep track of effects, etc.

Figure 2.4 defines a type system for the extended typed lambda calculus. Note that in
order to type check the terms, it is necessary to have context Γ. A context Γ is used to keep
track of variable names and their types (similar to a list). For the particular case of the
abstraction typing rule, it is necessary to assume that there exists a variable x with type A
in the context plus the other variables and their types in order to check the type of the body
of the abstraction. The definition of context is the following;
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Γ ` true : bool Γ ` false : bool

n ∈ N
Γ ` n : nat

(x : T ) ∈ Γ

Γ ` x : T

Γ ` t1 : nat Γ ` t3 : nat

Γ ` t1 + t2 : nat

Γ ` t1 : nat Γ ` t3 : nat

Γ ` t1 × t2 : nat

Γ ` t1 : bool Γ ` t2 : T Γ ` t3 : T

Γ ` if t1 then t2 else t3 : T

Γ, x : T1 ` t : T2

Γ ` λ(x : T1). t : T1 → T2

Γ ` t1 : T1 → T2 Γ ` t2 : T2

Γ ` t1 t2 : T2

Figure 2.4: Type system for extended typed lambda calculus

Γ := · | Γ, (x : T )

We define dom(Γ) as {x | (x : T ) ∈ Γ for some T}. Also, due to α-conversion, we assume
throughout this document that all variables are unique both in the context and terms.

The type of a term is derived as a tree. For example, the derivation tree of

Γ ` if true then (λ(x : nat). x) 1 else n : nat

where Γ := n : nat is

Γ ` true : bool

x : nat ∈ Γ, x : nat

Γ, x : nat ` x : nat

Γ ` λ(x : nat). x : nat→ nat

1 ∈ N
Γ ` 1 : nat

Γ ` (λ(x : nat). x) 1 : nat

x : nat ∈ Γ

Γ ` n : nat

Γ ` if true then (λ(x : nat). x) 1 else n : nat

However, not all terms have a valid typing derivation: it is not possible to give a type to
true + 1. When this happens, it is said that the term is ill-typed.

Note here that we have a similar syntax and the same semantics as the untyped lambda
calculus, but on top we define a type system. Only well-typed terms can be executed in λ→.

2.2.2 Properties of the Simply-Typed Lambda Calculus

Working only with well-typed terms has some implications both as a programming language
and as a logic. Before proceeding, we need to know what the normalization property is.

Definition 6 (Normalization [20]). A calculus is said to be strongly normalizing if ev-
ery valid term in the calculus is reducible to its normal form for every possible reduction
sequence. A calculus is said to be weakly normalizing if for every term, there exists at least
one normalizable sequence.

The simply-typed lambda calculus is strongly normalizing with respect to β-reduction [24].
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From a programming language perspective, recursion or self-referencing application is not
supported anymore. This is due to the fact that well-typed terms in λ→ must have a normal
form and with recursion it is possible to define non-terminating terms. In general, it is not
possible to give a type to non-terminating terms: Ω cannot be typed for example. As a
result, this version of the lambda calculus is not Turing complete.

From a logic perspective, the calculus recovers logical consistency, as Church intended,
and it is equivalent to first-order logic. Interestingly, because the calculus can be seen as a
programming language, this establishes a connection between first-order logic and functional
programming. In fact, this connection scales to logics in general and is called the Curry-
Howard correspondence [12]: propositions as types [29], proofs as programs. The normalizing
property plays a role in logic as well: this is the property that gives consistency, because a
non terminating program could be used to prove the equivalent of the logical false ⊥.

Logic Calculus
Implication P ⊃ Q Type P → Q
Proof of proposition P Term t with type P
Proposition P is provable Type P is inhabited

2.2.3 Beyond the Simply-Typed Lambda Calculus

From a purely syntactic position, lambda terms are terms abstracted from other terms.
It is important to know whether or not other kinds of abstraction exist. To explore this,
Barendregt created the λ-cube [1]. In this system, it is possible to see how abstractions
interact with each other and what calculus they form. Starting from the simply-typed lambda
calculus, the calculi are ordered by inclusion. Each axis adds a specific abstraction. Here is
a graphic representation of the λ-cube.

λ→

λ2

λP

λω

λP2

λ2ω

λPω

CC

For our purpose, we present the adjacent vertices of λ→:

• Terms abstracted over types (λ2): these terms are of the form ΛX.t. The type of these
terms is ∀X.T where X can be used as an identifier in T . These kinds of terms are
known as parametric polymorphic terms. They can be instantiated with any type. The
classic example is the identity term:

ΛX.λ(x : X).x : ∀X.X → X

This term takes any type, any term of such type and returns such term.

• Types abstracted over types (λω): these abstractions are of the form λ(X :: K).T .
Here, K are kinds and they are the types of the types (K ::= ∗ | K ⇒ K). Note that
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in this case, the lambda is at the type level. It can be seen as an embedding of the
simply-typed lambda calculus at the type level: base and function types have type ∗,
and lambda on types has type K ⇒ K ′ for some K and K ′. This abstraction is known
as type constructors. In order to show examples, we need to mix this calculus with λ2.
The type constructor for the list type can be

List := λ(A :: K).∀X.X → (A→ X → X)→ X

Type constructors are closely related to church encodings [4].

• Types abstracted over terms (λP ): these abstractions are at the type level. They are
of the form Π(x : T ). T and represents functions where the parameter x can be used
in T . The form of the type is known as dependent product and it is a generalization
of the arrow function type. The arrow function type is a dependent product where the
parameter is not used in the domain (T1 → T2 = Π( : T1), T2). This abstraction is
known as dependent types because types can depend on terms

All the systems have been studied in [1]. The culmination of the λ-cube is the Calculus of
Construction (CC) created by Coquand and Huet [8]. Here we have all abstractions: terms
abstracted over types, types abstracted over types, and types abstracted over terms.

All the systems in λ-cube are known to be strongly normalizing. Also, all of them are
related to some logic: λ2, also known as System F introduced independently by [10, 21], is
equivalent to second-order logic, for example.

2.2.4 Calculus of Constructions

In CC, the propositions (types) that can be stated are much more complex compared to
the simply-typed lambda calculus. This is due to the combination of dependent types, type
constructor and type quantification, which gives a very expressive framework to develop
mathematics, via the Curry-Howard correspondence, whose proofs of propositions can be
verified by a type system. Furthermore, because lambda calculus can also model program-
ming languages, this gives a framework for establishing propositions over programs in the
same language, which is the base of proof assistants.

2.3 Calculus of Inductive Constructions

In this section we present the calculus of inductive constructions (CIC) [16, 31] and how it
can be used to develop mathematics. CIC is an extension of CC. The presentation we give
is incremental, starting from a calculus without inductives, but equal in every other aspect.
Such a calculus is the predicative calculus of constructions (CCω+∗), which is an extension
of CC with a predicative sort2,

2.3.1 Terms

CIC was designed to not make a syntactic distinction between types and terms in the sense
of simply-typed lambda calculus. In other words, types are a valid term in CIC. Types must

2This will be defined in a moment
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A,B,C,D, I,N,M,R, S :=� | ∗ | x |M N | λ(x : A).M | Π(x : A). B

Figure 2.5: Valid syntactic expression of CCω+∗

also type to something. The type of a type is called a sort

Definition 7 (Sort [16]). Sorts are the types of types.

Note that sorts can be seen as types, which means that they are also valid terms.

A first approach can be to define two sorts: ∗, read as Prop, which represents propositions
and �, read as Universe, which represents computational terms. Now, sorts are valid terms,
meaning that they also must have a type. A naive definition of the typing rules for sorts
could be:

∗ : � � : �

However, the previous rules make the theory inconsistent, as proved by Girard [10], which
is known as Girard’s paradox (the type theoretic Russell’s paradox of set theory). Stratifying
� avoids inconsistency.

More formally, sorts are defined in CCω+∗ as:

S = {∗} ∪ {�i | i ∈ N}

From now on, for every term s, we assume that s ∈ S.

Lastly, we recall the definition of substitution defined for the untyped lambda calculus.

Definition 8 (Substitution). Given terms M and N , then M{x := N} represents the term
M where all free occurrence of the variable x are replaced by the term N .

To summarize, the valid syntactical expressions are: variables, lambda abstractions, appli-
cations, dependent products and sort. Figure 2.5 summarize the syntax.

2.3.2 Type System

We now have the valid syntactic expressions of the calculus. We proceed to define a type
discipline over these expressions. This is done by simultaneously defining two judgments.

Before we can define the type system, we need to remember the notion of context. A context
is used to keep track of variables and its type during the typing derivation of judgments.
Therefore, a context is a list, where each element has the form of x : A.

Now, we are able to define the rules. The first one is Γ `M : A which establishes that the
term M as type A in the context Γ and ` Γ, which establishes that the context is valid.

We can see the complete definition of the type system in Figure 2.6. We proceed to explain
each of the rules:

• WF-Empty represents that an empty context is a valid context.
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WF-Empty

` ·

WF-Hyp
Γ ` A : s x /∈ Γ

` Γ, x : A

Type
` Γ i < j

Γ ` �i : �j

Prop
` Γ

Γ ` ∗ : �i

Var
` Γ (x : A) ∈ Γ

Γ ` x : A

Prod-Prop-Impr
Γ ` A : s Γ, x : A ` B : ∗

Γ ` Π(x : A). B : ∗

Prod-Type-Form
Γ ` A : �i Γ, x : A ` B : �j

Γ ` Π(x : A). B : �max(i,j)

Prod-Form
Γ ` A : ∗ Γ, x : A ` B : �i

Γ ` Π(x : A). B : �i

Lam
Γ, x : A `M : B Γ ` Π(x : A). B : s

Γ ` λ(x : A).M : Π(x : A). B

App
Γ `M : Π(x : A). B Γ ` N : A

Γ `M N : B{x := N}

Conv
Γ `M : B Γ ` A : s Γ ` A ≡ B

Γ `M : A

Figure 2.6: Definition of CCω+∗ type system

• WF-Hyp represents that a valid type can be assumed to be in a context and it generates
a valid context.

• Type is the stratification presented previously to avoid Girard’s paradox. It captures
the essence that a lower universe can be embedded into a higher one. Luo’s Extended
Calculus of Construction [15] studied this stratification.

• Prop represents that a proposition can be embedded into any universe.

• Var represents that if there exists a variable in the current context, then the variable
with its corresponding type is a valid judgement.

• Prod-Prop-Impr represents the impredicativity of ∗ when the result of a product is
a proposition.

• Prod-Type-Form represents that the higher universe prevails when forming a prod-
uct.

• Prod-Form represents that ∗ is not considered when it is an argument of a product.

• Lam represents the type of a lambda.

• App represents the application of terms.

• Conv represents that a term can change its type to a new type if the new type is
convertible with its current one. Essentially, types can be terms, and because terms
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can be reduced, so can types. This rule captures that with the relation Γ ` A ≡ B. A
more detail explanation will be given in Section 2.3.3.

2.3.3 Conversion Rules

Because types can depend on terms, it is necessary to allow computations at the type level.
For example, the following types are essentially the same, but differ syntactically:

(λ(A : �i+1). A) �i �i

We say that these types are intentionally equal, or convertible. The rules that establish
that the previous types are convertible are the conversion rules and below we define all of
them:

β-reduction: This rule was explained in the simple type lambda setting. Here, the
properties of strong normalization and confluence are inherited, being CCω an extension
of CC.

(λ(x : A).M) N .β M{x := N}

η-expansion: This rule allows the identification of function terms with its expansion.

M .η λ(x : A).M x

ι-reduction: This rule of conversion is related to inductive types. It will be defined in
Section 2.3.4.

Convertibility

We define Γ ` M . N as the compatible closure of .βιδ. We say that two terms M1,M2 are
βιδη-convertibles (Γ `M1 ≡M2) iff there exist some terms N1, N2 such that Γ `M1.. . . .N1

and Γ ` M2 . . . . . N2 and either N1 and N2 are identical, or they are convertible up to η-
expansion

2.3.4 Inductive Types

Until now, we have defined the valid expression and the type system of CCω+∗. CIC is an
extension of CCω+∗ with inductive types. However, the ability to add inductives to the lan-
guage does not give any extra power to the calculus at all, because inductives can be defined
by their Church encoding [11]. Nevertheless, in the latter approach it is impossible to define
the induction principle for inductives [9], while in CIC is generated with a computational
content. This gives more power to CIC in contrast to CCω+∗.

Inductive Introduction

We proceed to define the syntax for declaring inductives and the type checking constraints
that must satisfy so that they can be added to the context. Note that in CIC it is possible
to define mutual inductive types.

Definition 9 (Inductive Block [28]). Inductive definitions are introduced by inductive
blocks. Inductive blocks are of the form Indn

{
∆I := ∆C

}
where n represents the number of
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Ind0

{
empty :�0 :=

}
Ind0

{
False : ∗ :=

}
Ind0

{
unit :�0 := tt : unit

}
Ind2

{
eq : Π(A : �i)(x : A).A→ ∗ := eq refl : Π(A : �i)(x : A).eq A x x

}
Ind2

{
ex : Π(A : �i)(P : A→ ∗).∗ := ex intro : Π(A : �i)(P : A→ ∗).Π(x : A). P x→ ex A P

}
Ind0

{
nat :�0 :=

O : nat
S : nat→ nat

}
Ind1

{
list : Π(A : �i).�i :=

nil : Π(A : �i).list A
cons : Π(A : �i).A→ list A→ list A

}
Ind1

{
vec : Π(A : �i).nat→ �i :=

vnil : Π(A : �i).vec A O

vcons : Π(A : �i).Π(n : nat). A→ vec A n→ vec A (S n)

}

Ind0

 even : nat→ �0

odd : nat→ �0
:=

even0 : even O

evenS : Π(n : nat). odd n→ even (S n)
oddS : Π(n : nat). even n→ odd (S n)


Figure 2.7: Examples of inductive types

Ind0

{
bad ind1 :�0 := bad1 : bad ind1 → ((unit→ bad ind1)→ unit)→ bad ind1

}
Ind0

{
bad ind2 :�i → �i := bad2 : bad ind2 unit

}
Ind0

{
bad ind3 :�i := bad3 : bad ind1

}
Figure 2.8: Examples of invalid inductive definitions

parameters of the types, ∆I the names of the inductives associated with their types and ∆C

the constructors of the inductives under definition associated with their types.

Note that ∆I and ∆C are contexts. In addition, I is used to identify an inductive type and
c represents constructors.

In Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 we see examples of (mutual) inductive definitions represented
as inductive blocks. Note that the empty type does not have any constructor. Also, eq is the
inductive types that represent equality in the type theory, so every time we see N = M , it
is syntactic sugar for eq A N M where A is implicit from the context. Note that eq lives in
∗ which means that it represents a proposition. It is important to note that these examples
only represent syntax and additional checks are required for them to be valid.

In order to maintain the logical consistency of the calculus, a restriction must be made
over the structure of the inductive blocks. Thus, every time we declare an inductive block,
we run a type check over the block before adding the inductive types and their constructors
to the context. Before giving the typing rules for inductives, it is necessary to introduce some
definitions.

Definition 10 (Arity of s [27]). A type A is said to be an arity of s, with s ∈ S, if either
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A is convertible to s or to a product Π(x : B). A′ with A′ an arity of s.

For example, we have that ∗, (λ(A : �i+1). A) �i and ΠA.A→ �i are arities of ∗, �i and �i,
respectively. A valid type that is not an arity is Π(A : s). A. From the previous definition,
we say that a type A is an arity if there exists some s such that as A is an arity of s.

Definition 11 (Type constructor [27]). We say that C is a type constructor of I if:

• C is I R1 . . . Rn

• C is Π(x : A). C ′ where C ′ is a type constructor of I

From this we derive the concept of a constructor for a type I. If (c : C) ∈ ∆C , then we say
that c is a constructor of I iff C is a type constructor of I. We see in Figure 2.7 that even0
and evenS are constructors of even, and oddS is a constructor of odd. In the nat case, both
O and S are constructors of nat.

The typing rules are declared in Figure 2.9 and they are added to the CCω+∗ ones (extracted
from [27]).

Note that in Wf-Ind rule we have a set Constr(∆C , I), which represent the constructors
of I in ∆C , and a new predicate In(Γ,∆I ,∆C) that verify the following conditions:

• All variables in ∆I and ∆C are distinct

• The first n arguments of all inductives and constructors of the block are the parame-

ters. This means that there exists a sequence
#‰

P such that len(
#‰

P) = n and for every

(x : A) ∈ ∆I ,∆C we have that Γ ` A ≡ Π
#       ‰

p : P .B for some B. The notation
#        ‰

x : Y
represents (x1 : Y1). . . (xk : Yk) for some k where x1,. . . ,xi−1 can be used in Yi.

• For every I ∈ dom(∆I), (c : C) ∈ ∆C and c ∈ Constr(∆C , I) we have that Γ ` C ≡
Π

#       ‰

p : P .Π
#       ‰

u : U. I
#‰

p
#‰

u . Namely, the parameters of the constructor must be passed to
the inductive type definition. It is said that parameters are parametric. Note that the

rest of the arguments passed to the inductive (
#‰

v ) are not necessarily the same as the

constructor receives (
#‰

x ).

• For every (I : D) ∈ ∆I we have that:

Γ ` D ≡ Π
#       ‰

p : P .Π
#       ‰

u : U. sI Γ ` Π
#       ‰

p : P .Π
#       ‰

u : U. sI : s′I

Here
#‰

U is the arity (or indices) of the inductive and sI its sort.

• For every c ∈ dom(∆C), exists I ∈ dom(∆I) such that c ∈ Constr(∆C , I).

• All inductive types in the block appear positively in the constructor. Positivity is
a condition that ensures the consistency of the calculus when a new inductive type
is being declared. Basically, it checks that no inductive being declared is used in a
negative position. More information can be found in [27].

Coming back to Figure 2.7, we see that bad ind1, bad ind2, bad ind3 are not valid defini-
tion blocks. The first one because it does not satisfy the positivity condition, the second one
because the constructor does not receive the parameters of the type and the third because
bad3 is not a constructor for bad ind3
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Wf-Ind
In(Γ,∆I ,∆C) Γ ` D : sI ∀(I : D) ∈ ∆I

Γ,∆I ` C : sI ∀(c : C) ∈ ∆C if c ∈ Constr(∆C , I)

` Γ, Indn
{

∆I := ∆C

}
Ind-Type
` Γ Indn

{
∆I := ∆C

}
∈ Γ (I : D) ∈ ∆I

Γ ` I : D

Ind-Constr
` Γ Indn

{
∆I := ∆C

}
∈ Γ (c : C) ∈ ∆C

Γ ` c : C

Figure 2.9: Type judgments for inductive blocks

Inductive Elimination

Until now, we have established how to introduce new inductive types, which also gives a
way to construct them (by applying the constructors). However, it is not possible to use
(eliminate) them yet: check if a list is empty for example. In CIC, we have two mechanisms
to eliminate inductive types: case block and induction principle. In this work, we focus
on the induction principle, but we also take a look at the case block. First, we define the
case block syntax because it offers a better intuition about what it means to eliminate an
inductive type, and then we show that the induction principle can replace it, without losing
expressivity, and more over, it gives more.

The main idea to eliminate a term whose type is an inductive one is to specify how it
should behave for every constructor of the type, generating branches.

Definition 12 (Case block [27]). Inductive elimination is represented by case( · ; · ; · |
. . . | · ) where the first argument is the inductive term, the second one is a predicate over the
term, and the third one represents the branches for each constructor.

The predicate is a lambda whose arguments are the indices arguments of the inductive
type plus the term of the case. The branches are lambdas that take the same arguments
of corresponding positional constructor. The type of the block case corresponds to the
application of the predicate with the indices of the inductive term of the block and the
term itself.

Namely, given an inductive I : Π
#       ‰

p : P .Π
#       ‰

u : U. sI , parameters
#       ‰

a : P , indices i :
#                     ‰

U{
#          ‰

p := a}
and a term M such as Γ `M : I

#‰

a
#‰

i , then the type of the predicate Q is

Π
#                              ‰

u′ : U{
#          ‰

p := a}.Π(x : I
#‰

a
#‰

u′). R

and the type of the case block is Q
#‰

i M

Figure 2.10 shows the typing rule for case block. A more friendly representation of the
previous case block is through pattern matching. The syntax is the following:
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Ind-Elim

` Γ Indn
{

∆I := ∆C

}
∈ Γ I : Π

#       ‰

p : P .Π
#       ‰

u : U. sI ∈ ∆I

{ci}i=1. . . l ∈ Constr(∆C , I) (Γ ` ci : Π
#       ‰

p : P .Π
#           ‰

xi : Ai. I
#‰

a
#‰

vi)i=1. . . l

Γ `
#       ‰

a : P Γ `
#                            ‰

i : U{
#          ‰

p := a} Γ `M : I
#‰

a
#‰

i [I|sI |sQ]

Γ ` Q : Π
#                              ‰

u′ : U{
#          ‰

p := a}.Π(x : I
#‰

a
#‰

u′). sQ (Γ ` fi : Π
#                                ‰

xi : Ai{
#          ‰

p := a}. Q
#‰

vi (ci
#‰

p
#‰

xi))i=1. . . l

Γ ` case(M ;Q ; f1 | . . . | fl ) : Q
#‰

i M

Figure 2.10: Elimination of an inductive type

match inductive return predicate with

constructor1 a1
1 ... a1

k ⇒ result1

...
constructorn an1 ... ank ⇒ resultn

This is a match block, but it represents the exact same case block defined above. Each line
below the match statement is a branch of the inductive term and each argument aij on the
right of the constructor is the variable binded on the corresponding branch in the case block.

The branches of the case block represent what should be done if the term of the case
was built by the specific constructor. This means that it must be one branch for every
constructor. Specifically, the branches are lambdas that take the non-parametric arguments
of the respective constructor. The form of a case block can be represented as

case(M ;Q ; f1 | . . . | fl )

Given the previous definition of case block, we are now capable of speaking about the other
way of eliminating inductive type: the induction principle. The induction principle resembles
the notion of mathematical induction: each form of constructing an object should conform
to the given predicate and for each branch constructor, an induction hypothesis is available
for arguments of the same type of the constructor that such an argument conforms to the
predicate. Each inductive type is equipped with an induction principle that operates in a
similar manner to the case block syntax: each principle must have a predicate and for each
constructor, an abstraction must be provided that captures each argument of the constructor,
but it also must have an argument for each recursive usage of the inductive type that proves
the induction principle for that argument. In other words, given an inductive type I, and a
constructor c of such type, whose type has the form

Π
#       ‰

p : P .Π(. . . ) (y : I
#‰

v′) (. . . ). I
#‰

v

then the corresponding branch of the inductive principle must have the form

λ(. . . ) (y : I
#‰

v′) (IHy : P
#‰

v′ y) (. . . ). (. . . )

The induction principle is an actual term of the calculus and has the form:

I rect
#‰

p Q f1 . . . fl
#‰

i M

Where f1, . . . , fl are the cases of branches. Its type is:
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` I rect : Π
#       ‰

p : P (Q : Π
#       ‰

u : U (v : I
#‰

p
#‰

u ). s).
#‰

Ci → Π
#      ‰

i : U (v : I
#‰

p
#‰

u ). Q
#‰

i v

where
#‰

Ci conforms to the previous explanation of branches.

It is important to note that there exist two induction principles: one handles predicates
that are an arity of ∗ (I rect∗) and the other handles predicates that are an arity of �i

(I rect�i
). In practice, we can assume that the correct instance of induction principle is

selected without declaring it. More details about induction principles can be found in [14].

Finally, induction principle terms can always be assumed, given that the related inductive
type is valid.

It is now clear that the case block can be emulated by the induction principle. The case
block forgets about the induction hypothesis in each branch of the induction principle.

Given that we now have inductive elimination, we can add an additional conversion rule
that captures how inductives can be reduced. The conversion rule is ι-reduction and it is
represented as .ι. The rule allows the identification of a particular constructor with its
corresponding branch

I rect
#‰

p Q f1 . . . fl
#‰

i (ci
#‰

p
#‰

u ) .ι fi
#‰

u

We proceed to define some examples. The type of the induction principle of list is:

` list rect : Π(A : �) (Q : list A→ �i).
Q nil→
(Π(a : A) (l : list A). Q l→ Q (cons a l))→
Π(l : list A). Q l

Now, the following term verifies if a list l : list A is empty:

list rect A (λ . bool) true (λ . false) l

Here the predicate is homogeneous across all branches, so it does not need to bind its the
arguments (λ .M stands for the corresponding lambda in the context where no variable is
binded). However, this is not always the case. Getting the head of a vector needs a smarter
predicate. The type of the induction principle for vector is:

` vect rect : Π(A : �) (Q : Π(n : nat). vec A n→ �i).
Q O vnil→
(Π(n : nat) (a : A) (l : vec A n). Q n l → Q (S n) (vcons n a l))→
Π(n : nat) (l : vec A n). Q n l

We want the following signature for the head function of vectors:

head : Π(n : nat) (A : �i) (v : vec A (S n)). A

Essentially, we are establishing through the type of the function that the vector parameter
cannot be empty due to the S n length of the vector. Because there must be one branch per
constructor, the naive definition of head is not enough:

λ(a : nat) (A : �i) (v : vec A (S n)). vec rect A (λ .A) tt (λ (a : A) . a) (S n) v

The previous definition has type:
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(λ .A) (S n) v .β A

but the empty vector case has type unit, even though this case block is never applied to an
empty vector. This is a sign that the predicate of the block needs to be refined: it depends on
the indices of the inductive. Because the predicate can be any term, it is possible to perform
a case analysis on the form of the indices of the type:

λ(a : nat) (A : �i) (v : vec A (S n)).
vec rect

A
(λ(n : nat) . nat rect (λ .�i) unit (λ .A) n)
tt

(λ (a : A) . a)
v

The type of the previous terms correspond to apply predicate on the index and inductive:

Π(a : nat) (A : �i) (v : vec A (S n)).
(λ(n : nat) . (nat rect (λ .�i) unit A n)) (S n) v

Doing some β-reduction we get:

Π(a : nat) (A : �i) (v : vec A (S n)). nat rect (λ .�i) unit A (S n)

Applying ι-reduction gives

Π(a : nat) (A : �i) (v : vec A (S n)). A

which is the desired result for the type of head.

The list empty and vector head functions can be defined using case blocks. As shown, every
case block can be replaced by the usage of the corresponding induction principle. However,
the converse is not always true. For example, the length function that calculates the length
of a list can be defined as

λ(A : �) (l : list A). list rect A (λ . nat) O (λ Pn. S Pn) l

It is not possible to generate the previous term using only case blocks.

A final word about induction principles. Behind the scenes, induction principles are defined
using case blocks and fixpoints. The latter is a primitive mechanism to allow primitive
recursion, but it will not be explained here (see [26, 27]). This implies that the validity of
an induction principle can be determined by the underlying case block and fixpoint. When
we establish the validity of our work, we focus only on case blocks, but the elimination
mechanism will be induction principles.

Inductive Elimination Restriction

CIC can be used as a mathematical framework to define propositions and to certify programs
thanks to the sorts ∗ and �i. Because of this, propositions should not influence computational
terms, information cannot flow. In practice, it means that an inductive living in ∗ cannot be
eliminated into �i. Nevertheless, there exists an exception for this rule: singleton elimination

Definition 13 (Singleton elimination [26]). Elimination of propositional terms into
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Term in CIC Term in Coq

�i Type@{i}
∗ Prop

λ(a : A).M fun (a:A) ⇒ M

A→ B A → B

Π(x : A). B ∀ (x:A), B

Figure 2.11: Coq representations of CIC terms without inductives

computational terms is allowed if the inductive type being eliminated is either an empty
definition or a single type with a single constructor where all the arguments are ∗.

As previously explained, every inductive type has two induction principles − one for each
sort. The current restriction prohibits I rect�i

for inductive types that lives in ∗, except
when they conform to the singleton elimination criteria.

2.4 Coq: The Proof Assistant

Coq [26] is a proof assistant that allows specification and development of software in the
same environment. Coq implements CIC, which provides the tools for such environment.
However, Coq uses CIC as the kernel and provides higher abstraction layers on top of it so
it can be more user friendly. We proceed to explain how these two system relate.

First, it is necessary to define how the CIC terms are represented in Coq. It is important
to note that the terms of Coq possess the same structure as the ones in CIC. Instead of
providing the BNF syntax definition, we define them by a translation from CIC to Coq. This
can be seen in Figure 2.11.

Typical Ambiguity

In CIC, the �i sort requires an explicit universe level, which is the index i. However, it is
cumbersome to explicit each level. This is the reason Coq provides typical ambiguity. Typical
ambiguity is the ability to use Type without an excplicit level, and let the system keep a set
of constraints in order to mantain consistency. The concept of typical ambiguity dates back
to Russel’s type theory [22] and here it is used in a similar way.

Commands

Coq has an environment where it keeps all its declaration. Commands are statements that
modify the environment. For example, Definition adds an identifier to the environment
and it associates to a term, given that it is well-typed.

Definition definitions (A: Type) := A.
Definition definitions := fun (A:Type) ⇒ A.

The two previous examples are equal. Inductive generates the associated inductive block
and it adds such block to the enviroment, given that it is well-typed.
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Inductive unit: Type := tt: unit.

2.5 Adding Exceptions to CIC

In this section we are going to present one way of adding exceptions to CIC: the exceptional
type theory [18]. We introduce the notion of syntactical translation and syntactical model, and
the main properties of the exceptional type theory, its properties, drawbacks and extensions.

2.5.1 Models and Syntactic Translation

The calculi presented here are tools that formalize computations and even mathematics.
However, calculi are presented in the same way it is presented here. It is natural then to
question if they are valid or correct. One way to establish that a calculus is valid is to
present a model of it. A model is a construction or translation of the terms in the language
to another theory, usually set theory or category theory, where it is possible to establish
the desired properties for the calculus. However, this way leaves two disconnected theories.
Another approach is to derive properties in a syntactical manner from the calculus syntax
and type system [3].

Another approach is to establish a syntactical translation from the calculus under study
to another well-studied calculus. In [3], they took this approach, but the source and target
theories were CIC. Also, because CIC can be used as a logic, this means that it is possible
to establish properties of the source theory by working with the translated version.

Tabareau & Pédrot added exceptions to CIC using syntactic translations in [17] and [18].
The latter is the base of our work, so we dedicate the rest of the section to reviewing their
work.

2.5.2 The Exceptional Type Theory

The exceptional type theory (ETT) [18] is a syntactical model that adds call-by-name ex-
ception to the language.

Call-by-name exceptions do not behave as expected compared to exceptions in mainstream
languages. Exceptions (and computations in general) follow a call-by-value evaluation strat-
egy, which means that arguments are evaluated before function execution. For example, in
pseudo-code:

(fun x ⇒ 1) (exception ’Fail’)

Under a call-by-value strategy, this term evaluates into an exception. In call-by-value, every
argument is evaluated before the function body. As a consequence, if any argument evaluates
into an exception, then the application evaluates into an exception.

(fun x ⇒ 1) (exception ’Fail’) .β exception ’Fail’

On the other hand, the call-by-name strategy only evaluates the arguments when they are
needed. In the previous example, the function application evaluates to 1 and the argument
(which is an exception) is not evaluated because the function body does not use it.
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(fun x ⇒ 1) (exception ’Fail’) .β 1

Coming back to ETT, the theory provides two new terms: an exception type E : �i and a
raising function raise : Π(A : �i).E→ A. Because ETT is a syntactical model, the theory
is generated by the translation [·]ε where the following equation holds.

Γ `ETT M : A := JΓKε ` [M ]ε : JAKε
The translation interprets a type A as a type A together with a default raising function

Aφ : E→ A, where E represents the target exception of E. At the target level, the function
raise uses the raising function associated to each type.

The translation acts on every term, which means that �i must have this exceptional
interpretation. The interpretation corresponds to:

Ind0

{
typei :�i+1 :=

TypeVali : Π(A : �i). (E→ A)→ typei
TypeErri :E→ typei

}
where the translation is defined as:

[�i]ε := TypeVali+1 typei TypeErri

Here, TypeErri is the raising function for �i. For ∗, a similar inductive is required (prop,
PropVal and PropErr).

At the inductive level, it generates a new inductive with an additional constructor, which
corresponds to the exceptional raising function for that type. For example, the translation
of the list inductive type is:

Ind1

 listε : Π(A : typei).�i :=
nilε : Π(A : typei).listε A
consε : Π(A : typei).Eli A→ listε A→ listε A
listφ : Π(A : typei).E→ listε A


As a drawback, this translation has the problem that it makes ETT inconsistent as a logic,

because every type can be inhabited by raise. Even proofs.

2.5.3 The Parametric Exceptional Type Theory

The parametric exceptional type theory (PETT) [18] is another type theory which restricts
the exceptions on ETT. The interpretation of this theory is also through a translation [·]ρε
which uses parametricity techniques [2] along the translation [·]ε. Essentially, this translation
generates a proof that the term being translated is pure. In this theory, we have that:

Γ `PETT M : A := JΓKρε ` [M ]ρε : JAKρε [M ]ε

In essence, the translation forbids any usage of the function raise, which is not a pure
term. However, it is possible that a term manages all its exceptions internally. The theory
provides a way to generate a purity proof for such term.

This approach recovers logical consistency (exceptional proofs are not allowed), but it is
not possible to enunciate exceptional theorems.

We covered the required background of our work. We presented the lambda calculus and
its extensions. One of these extensions is the concept of a type system. We showed that type
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systems, which can also be defined as type theories in our case, can be used to enunciate and
prove theorems – the Curry-Howard correspondence. We presented CIC, a dependent type
theory, that allows enunciating theorems that resembles mathematical theorems. Finally, we
showed extensions of CIC that added exceptions, its properties and what is missing. In the
next chapters, We present another extension of CIC that adds exceptions, but it addresses
the problems of the previous extensions.
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Chapter 3

Reasonably Exceptional Type Theory:
RETT

3.1 Motivation

In the previous chapter, we presented a new type theory, ETT, which added exceptions to CIC
[18]. This type theory has an exception type E : �0 and a function raise : Π(A : �i).E→ A
which inhabits any type. The raise function is the exception thrower of the calculus. For
example, it can be used to generate the head and tail function for list assuming a term
e : E.

head := λ(A : �i) (l : list A). list rect A (λ .A) (raise e) (λ(a : A) . A) l
tail := λ(A : �i) (l : list A).

list rect A (λ . list A) (raise e) (λ (l : list A) . A) l

It is also possible to define theorems for exceptional terms.

`ETT Π(A : �i) (l : list A). length l > 0→ tail l 6= raise e

The previous propositions, which can be read as applying tail over a non empty list cannot
produce an exception can be demonstrated by the following terms:

• λ(A : �i) (l : list A). . . .

• raise (Π(A : �i) (l : list A). length l > 0→ tail l 6= raise e) e

The first term is the actual proof of the property while the second is an exceptional proof (a
proposition proved by an exception). Both terms are valid in ETT. In an attempt to control
exceptions, [18] generated PETT. PETT requires a proof of purity for all terms, which
implies that the second proof is not valid in this system. Unfortunately, the restrictions
imposed by PETT are too strong: the theorem cannot be stated in PETT because it uses
an exceptional term in the type.

6`PETT Π(A : �i) (l : list A). length l > 0→ tail l 6= raise e

The previous example shows two extreme when working with exceptions: one is too permis-
sive and the other is too strict. We want something in the middle where it is possible to
reason about exceptional terms but not allow exceptional proofs. The key point to note is
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that we want exceptions in one hierarchy (�i) but forbid it in another (∗), i.e., computational
terms can be exceptional, but propositions cannot.

In this chapter we develop the Reasonably Exceptional Type Theory (RETT): a consistent
exceptional type theory where it is possible to reason about exceptions, allowing only pure
proofs. This implies that we can define the same theorem of ETT

`RETT Π(A : �i) (l : list A). length l > 0→ tail l 6= raise e

but raise (Π(A : �i) (l : list A). length l > 0 → tail l 6= raise e) e cannot be used to
prove such theorem.

First, we define the systems where we would be working. We then define the theory by
a syntactic translation [3] by part: negative fragment and inductive types, and finally we
would show some examples.

3.2 System Definition

The source and target theories are equal. It is named CCR
ω+∗. The source theory has ad-

ditionally two axioms, which corresponds to the exceptional type and the raising function.
This system is similar to the one used in ETT. Here, we have two sorts: the hierarchical
sort �i representing computational types and the impredicative sort ∗ representing proposi-
tions. We also have inductive types and singleton elimination. Finally, the only mechanism
to eliminate inductive types is through induction principle. We summarize the system with
both sorts and inductive types in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.

Additionally, the theory provides two additional terms:

• E : �i

• raise : Π(A : �i).E→ A

3.3 Reasonably Exceptional Translation Definition

We already stated that we need to make a distinction between the computational sort �i

and the propositional sort ∗. We need a way of establishing in which hierarchy a term lives.
This can be accomplished by tagging every term with the sort it belongs to or carrying a
context along the translation. In our work, we carry the context along the translation.

Remember that we want to forbid exception for ∗, which intuitively implies that the trans-
lation of ∗ should not be interpreted as an inductive type with a default raising function,
because that would mean that it is possible to raise an exception over this sort. In the same
line, we want to maintain singleton elimination, which means that the type translation from
∗ would be ∗. Also, no raising function should be defined for inductive types living in ∗.

These are the intuitions for defining the reasonably exceptional translation [·]Γψ. The trans-

lation uses [·]Γψ at the term level and J·KΓ
ψ at the type level.

We proceed by describing the required base structures of the translation, similar to the
ones in ETT, then defining the translation for the negative fragment first and finally for the
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A,B,N,M,R, S :=�i | ∗ | x |M N | λ(x : A).M | Π(x : A). B

Indn
{

∆I := ∆C

}
Γ,∆ := · | Γ, x : A

Type
` Γ i < j

Γ ` �i : �j

Prop
` Γ

Γ ` ∗ : �i

Weakening
Γ `M : B Γ ` A : s

Γ, a : A `M : B

Type-Prod
Γ ` A : �i Γ, x : A ` B : �j

Γ ` Π(x : A). B : �max(i,j)

Prop-Prod
Γ ` A : ∗ Γ, x : A ` B : �i

Γ ` Π(x : A). B : �i

Impred
Γ ` A : s Γ, x : A ` B : ∗

Γ ` Π(x : A). B : ∗

Conv
Γ `M : B Γ ` A : s Γ ` A ≡ B

Γ `M : A

Abs
Γ, x : A `M : B Γ ` Π(x : A). B : s

Γ ` λ(x : A).M : Π(x : A). B

App
Γ `M : Π(x : A). B Γ ` N : A

Γ `M N : B{x := N}
Idem

Γ ` A : s

Γ, x : A ` x : A

Wf-Empty

` ·

WF-Cons
Γ ` A : s

` Γ, x : A

Γ ` (λ(x : A).M) N ≡M{x := N} Γ `M ≡ λ(x : A).M x

Γ `M1 ≡M2

Γ `M1 N ≡M2 N

Γ ` N1 ≡ N2

Γ `M N1 ≡M N2

Figure 3.1: CCR
ω+∗ type system

inductive types. The soundness of the translation is proved for each part.

3.3.1 Base Structure

We present the base structures required by the translation. The base structures are similar
to the ones in ETT

We assume in the target theory the following cumulative inductive type [28]:

Ind0

{
typei :�i+1 :=

TypeVali : Π(A : �i). (E→ A)→ typei
TypeErri :E→ typei

}
with the following terms

− Ωi : E→ �i

− ωi : Π(e : E).Ωi e
− type elimi,j : Π(P : typei → �j).

(Π(A : �i) (Aφ : E→ A). P (TypeVali A Aφ))→
(Π(e : E). P (TypeErri e))→ Π(T : typei). P T

and computation rules
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Wf-Ind
In(Γ,∆I ,∆C) Γ ` D : sI ∀(I : D) ∈ ∆I

Γ,∆I ` C : sI ∀(c : C) ∈ ∆C if c ∈ Constr(∆C , I)

` Γ, Indn
{

∆I := ∆C

}
Ind-Type
` Γ Indn

{
∆I := ∆C

}
∈ Γ (I : D) ∈ ∆I

Γ ` I : D

Ind-Constr
` Γ Indn

{
∆I := ∆C

}
∈ Γ (c : C) ∈ ∆C

Γ ` c : C

Figure 3.2: CCR
ω+∗ type system for inductive types

type elimi,j P pv pφ (TypeVali A Aφ) ≡ pv A Aφ
type elimi,j P pv pφ (TypeErri e) ≡ pφ e

Also, we define the following functions

Eli : typei → �i

:= λ(A : typei).
type elimi,i (λ(T : typei).�i) (λ(A0 : �i) (Aφ : E→ A0). A0) Ωi A

Erri : Π(A : typei).E→ Eli A
:= λ(A : typei) (e : E).

type elimi,i Eli (λ(A0 : �i) (Aφ : E→ Aφ). Aφ e) ω A

3.3.2 Negative Fragment

We start by defining the translation for the negative fragment. The translation works at the
type level and at the term level. As stated before, we want the type translation of ∗ be equal
to ∗ − we want the following equivalence to hold for every context.

J∗KΓ
ψ ≡ ∗

This would avoid the exceptional terms on propositions and maintain the semantics of propo-
sitions. Another point to take into consideration is that Γ ` ∗ : �i, which implies that at
the term level should be wrapped over a TypeVal because Γ ` [∗]Γψ : typei. This means that
we have to provide the raising function for ∗. We simply choose a degenerate function which
cannot be inhabited: λ(e : E).Π(A : ∗). A. The body of the function has type ∗, but the type
is equivalent to False. It means that we cannot generate a function with that type. These
requirements drive the translation.

We define the translation in Figure 3.3. Note that this translation is equal to the excep-
tional translation if we restrict to the computational sort. The translation needs to know
to which sort the term being translated belongs, so it passes the context to its subterms,
and even extend the context for lambdas and binders. Lastly, the exceptional raiser is only
defined for the computational hierarchy and only used in this context which a posteriori is
valid and accomplishes our goals.

We can see in Figure 3.4 the differences between the exceptional translation and the rea-
sonably exceptional translation both at term level and type level. Note that in the reasonably
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[�i]
Γ
ψ := TypeVali typei TypeErri

[∗]Γψ := TypeVali ∗ (λ(e : E).Π(A : ∗). A)

[x]Γψ := x

[λ(x : A).M ]Γψ := λ(x : JAKΓ
ψ). [M ]Γ,x:A

ψ

[M N ]Γψ := [M ]Γψ [N ]Γψ

[Π(x : A).M ]Γψ :=


Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). JBKΓ,x:A
ψ Γ ` Π(x : A). B : ∗

TypeVali
Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). JBKΓ,x:A
ψ

λ(e : E) (x : JAKΓ
ψ). [B]Γ,x:A

ψφ e

∼

[A]Γψφ := Erri [A]Γψ

JAKΓ
ψ :=

{
[A]Γψ Γ ` A : ∗
Eli [A]Γψ ∼

J·Kψ := ·
JΓ, x : AKψ := JΓKψ, x : JAKΓ

ψ

Figure 3.3: Reasonably Exceptional Translation Definition

exceptional translation, every term that lives in �i is wrapped under a TypeVal but not if it
lives in ∗. In the last entry of the b table, only the universe is translated and is equal at the
term level and type level.

We now prove some lemmas that will be required later.

Lemma 1. The following equivalences hold:

• J�iK
Γ
ψ ≡ typei

• J∗KΓ
ψ ≡ ∗

• JΠ(x : A). BKΓ
ψ ≡ Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). JBKΓ,x:A
ψ

Proof. By unfolding definitions:

• J�iK
Γ
ψ ≡ Eli [�i]

Γ
ψ

≡ Eli (TypeVali typei TypeErri)
≡ typei

• J∗KΓ
ψ ≡ Eli [∗]Γψ
≡ Eli (TypeVali ∗ (λ(e : E).Π(A : ∗). A))
≡ ∗

• This case depends on Γ ` Π(x : A). B : ∗ being derivable. If it is, then:

JΠ(x : A). BKΓ
ψ ≡ [Π(x : A). B]Γψ
≡ Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). [B]Γ,x:a
ψ
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[·]ε J·Kε
�i TypeVali typei TypeErri typei

∗ TypeVali propi TypeErri propi

�i → �j TypeVali
(typei → typej)
(λ(e : E) (t : typei). TypeErrj e)

typei → typej

�i → ∗ TypeVali
(typei → propi)
(λ(e : E) (t : typei). PropErr e)

typei → propi

Π(A : ∗).
�i → A

PropVal

(Π(A : propi). typei → A)
(λ(e : E) (A : propo) ( : typei). PropErr e)

Π(A : propi). typei → A

(a) Translation for [·]ε/J·Kε

[·]Γψ J·KΓ
ψ

�i TypeVali typei TypeErri typei

∗ TypeVali ∗ (Π(A : ∗). A) ∗
�i → �j TypeVali

(typei → typej)
(λ(e : E) (t : typei). TypeErrj e)

typei → typej

�i → ∗ TypeVali
(typei → ∗)
(λ(e : E) (t : typei).Π(A : ∗). A)

typei → ∗

Π(A : ∗).�i → A Π(A : ∗).�i → A Π(A : ∗).�i → A

(b) Translation for [·]Γψ/J·KΓ
ψ

Figure 3.4: Difference between the translations

Otherwise, we have:

JΠ(x : A). BKΓ
ψ ≡ Eli [Π(x : A). B]Γψ
≡ Eli (TypeVali (Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). [B]Γ,x:a
ψ ) (λ(e : E).Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). [B]Γ,x:a
ψφ e))

≡ Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). [B]Γ,x:a

ψ

�

Lemma 2. Given a context Γ, a term M and a sort s such that Γ ` [M ]Γψ : JsKΓ
ψ, then

Γ ` JMKΓ
ψ : s.

Proof. It is important to note that the next proof is developed under CCR
ω+∗ where it is valid

to apply typing rules if the conditions are met. By a case analysis over s.

Case s := �i:
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After reduction, we have to prove Γ ` Eli [M ]Γψ : �i given Γ ` [M ]Γψ : typei. Because Eli has
type typei → �i, the result is obtained by an application of the App rule.

Case s := ∗:
After reduction, we have to prove Γ ` JMKΓ

ψ : ∗ given Γ ` [M ]Γψ : ∗, which is trivial.

�

Lemma 3 (Substitution). Given a context Γ, terms M , N and A, such that Γ ` N : A.
We have:

[M{x := N}]Γψ ≡ [M ]Γ,x:A
ψ {x := [N ]Γψ}

Proof. By induction on M over a generalized context

Case M := x,M := y:
These cases are trivial.

Case M := �i,M := ∗:
These cases are also trivial because x is not involved in the translated term due to α-rename.

Case M := M1 M2:
We have [(M1 M2){x := N}]Γψ. By unfolding the definition of substitution and the translation
we get:

[(M1 M2){x := N}]Γψ ≡ [M1{x := N} M2{x := N}]Γψ
≡ [M1{x := N}]Γψ [M2{x := N}]Γψ

It is possible to apply the induction hypothesis over M1 and M2

([M1]Γ,x:A
ψ {x := [N ]Γψ}) ([M2]Γ,x:A

ψ {x := [N ]Γψ}) ≡ ([M1]Γ,x:A
ψ [M2]Γ,x:A

ψ ){x := [N ]Γψ}
≡ [M1 M2]Γ,x:A

ψ {x := [N ]Γψ}

which is the required result.

Case M := λ(x : B).M1:
Note that in this case the binder is the same being substituted, which means that no sub-
stitution should be applied in the body. By unfolding the definition of substitution and the
translation, we get:

[λ(x : B).M1]Γψ ≡ λ(x : JB{x := N}KΓ
ψ). [M1]Γ,x:B

ψ

It is necessary to do a case analysis over Γ ` B{x := N} : s, with s a sort, to unfold
JB{x := N}KΓ

ψ which could give either:

• [B{x := N}]Γψ
• Eli [B{x := N}]Γψ

In both cases, it follows directly that JB{x := N}KΓ
ψ ≡ JBKΓ,x:A

ψ {x := [N ]Γψ} by using the
induction hypothesis and unfolding/folding. Then, the conclusion can be established.

Case M := λ(y : B).M1:
The binder in this case is distinct from the one being substituted. Nevertheless, it is possible
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to derive by a similar reasoning to the previous case that substitution is for the type. It
remains to continue in the body of the lambda:

λ(y : JBKΓ,x:A
ψ {x := [N ]Γψ}). [M1{x := N}]Γ,y:B

ψ

Here, it is possible to apply the induction hypothesis over [M{x := N}]Γ,y:B
ψ because the

context can be instantiated arbitrarily,

[M ]Γ,y:B,x:A
ψ {x := [N ]Γ,y:B

ψ }

Additionally, we can assume that y /∈ FreeVar(N) due to α-rename, which implies

[N ]Γ,y:B
ψ ≡ [N ]Γψ

This is valid because the context is used at two places in the translation where it is valid to
swap for a context without an unbound variable. We also have:

[M ]Γ,y:B,x:A
ψ ≡ [M ]Γ,x:A,y:B

ψ

because y /∈ A due to α-rename. Note that we swap the variables in the context. Then, by
folding the translation we obtain:

[λ(y : B).M ]Γ,x:A
ψ {x := [N ]Γψ}

Case M := Π(y : A1). B:
For this case, we do case analysis on the sort s to which Π(y : A1). B types. It is important
to note that this case is similar to the abstraction case. This means that we can unfold
substitution over the binder without loss of generality.

Subcase s := ∗:
We have after reduction

Π(y : JA1{x := N}KΓ
ψ). JB{x := N}KΓ,y:A1

ψ

we can conclude that Γ, y : A1 ` B : ∗ by inversion over Γ ` Π(y : A1). B : ∗. We can
reduce the term with this hypothesis to

Π(y : JA1{x := N}KΓ
ψ). [B{x := N}]Γ,y:A1

ψ

In this scenario, the remaining of the subcase is equal to the lambda case.

Subcase s := �i ∗:
In this case, we have after reduction

TypeVali M1 M2

with

• M1 := Π(y : JA1{x := N}KΓ
ψ). [B{x := N}]Γ,y:A1

ψ

• M2 := λ(e : E) (y : JA1{x := N}KΓ
ψ). [B{x := N}]Γ,y:A1

ψφ

Both cases were solved previously by an unfolding, induction hypothesis application and
folding again.
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Lemma 4 (Conversion). Given a context Γ and terms M and N , if Γ ` M ≡ N then
JΓKψ ` [M ]Γψ ≡ [N ]Γψ

Proof. By induction over the typing derivation with a generalized ∆.

Case β-reduction:
Here we have

• M := (λ(x : A).M1) N1

• N := M{x := N1}

Unfolding the translation and applying Lemma 3:

• M := (λ(x : JAKΓ
ψ). [M1]Γ,x:A

ψ ) [N1]Γψ

• N := [M ]Γ,x:A
ψ {x := [N1]Γψ}

The result can be established by a β-reduction.

Case η-expansion:
Here we have

• M := M1

• N := λ(x : A).M x

Unfolding the translation

• M := [M1]Γψ

• N := λ(x : JAKΓ
ψ). [M ]Γ,x:A

ψ x

Same as before, it is possible to establish the conversion between the two terms by an η-
expansion.

Case App:
Without loss of generality, we can set the conversion to be established for the left term of
the application. The right case is similar. We have

• M := M1N
′

• N := M2N
′

with Γ `M1 ≡M2. Unfolding the translation we get:

• [M1]Γψ [N ′]Γψ

• [M2]Γψ [N ′]Γψ

Applying the induction hypothesis allows the conclusion.

�

Theorem 5 (Reasonably Exceptional Translation Soundness). Given Γ, M and A
such that Γ `M : A, then we have JΓKψ ` [M ]Γψ : JAKΓ

ψ.
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Proof. By an induction over the typing derivation. We reduce the terms in most of the cases.

Case Type:
We need to prove JΓKψ ` TypeVali typei TypeErri : typei We know that TypeVali has type
Π(A : typei′). (E→ A)→ typei′ and typei has type �j with i < j. By a double application
of App, we can conclude the result unifying j with i′.

Case Prop:
We need to prove JΓKψ ` TypeVali ∗ (Π(A : ∗). A) : typei This is similar to the previous
case.

Case Weakening:
We need to prove JΓKψ, a : JAKΓ

ψ ` [M ]Γψ : JBKΓ
ψ By the induction hypothesis we have JΓKψ `

[M ]Γψ : JBKΓ
ψ and JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ : Js′KΓ

ψ. It only remains to show JΓKψ ` JAKΓ
ψ : s′. for some s′.

This can be Lemma 2 and the result can be established by Weakening.

Case Abs:
We need to prove

JΓKψ ` λ(x : JAKΓ
ψ). [M ]Γ,x:A

ψ : Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ

The induction hypothesis gives us

• JΓKψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ ` [M ]Γ,x:A

ψ : JBKΓ,x:A
ψ

• JΓKψ ` [Π(x : A). B]Γψ : JsKΓ
ψ

We can derive JΓKψ ` JΠ(x : A). BKΓ
ψ : s by Lemma 2. Noticing that

Γ ` JΠ(x : A). BKΓ
ψ ≡ Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). JBKΓ,x:A
ψ

the previous hypotheses allow us to obtain the result by an application of Abs rule.

Case Type-Prod:
We need to prove

JΓKψ ` TypeValmax(i,j) (Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). [B]Γ,x:A

ψ ) (λ(e : E) (x : JAKΓ
ψ). [B]Γ,x:A

ψφ e) : typemax(i,j)

We are able to conclude this case if the first argument of TypeValmax(i,j) types to typemax(i,j)

and the second to E→ Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ by a double application of App. We proceed to
check the first argument.
By the induction hypothesis we know that:

• JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ : typei

• JΓKψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ ` [B]Γ,x:A

ψ : typej

We can derive:

• JΓKψ ` JAKΓ
ψ : �i

• JΓKψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ ` JBKΓ,x:A

ψ : �j

by Lemma 2. By Type-Prod we get

JΓKψ ` Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ : �max(i,j)
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It remains to show that

JΓKψ ` λ(e : E) (x : JAKΓ
ψ). [B]Γ,x:A

ψφ e : E→ Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ

In order to establish this result, we need that

• JΓKψ ` E→ Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ : �max(i,j)

• JΓKψ, e : E ` λ(x : JAKΓ
ψ). [B]Γ,x:A

ψφ e : Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ

The first case is demonstrated by an application of Type-Prod because ∀Γ′,Γ′ ` E : �0 and
JΓKψ ` Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). JBKΓ,x:A
ψ : �max(i,j) was already established and extending the context in

this case can be done as result of the calculus. For the second case, it can be applied an Abs
and will only be missing (after reduction)

Γ, e : E, x : JAKΓ
ψ ` Erri [B]Γ,x:A

ψ e : Eli [B]Γ,x:A
ψ

By a double application of App can be established. Most of the hypothesis are already
defined for a context without e : E. This variable can be added and permuted to its position
by properties of the calculus.

Case Prop-Prod:
This case is similar to the previous one with the difference that now we have JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ : ∗
instead of JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ : �i This holds because JAKΓ

ψ ≡ [A]Γψ and JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ : ∗ and holds by
the induction hypothesis.
The rest of the proof remains almost unchanged.

Case Impred:
In this case we need to prove

JΓKψ ` λ(x : JAKΓ
ψ). [M ]Γ,x:A

ψ : ∗

because Γ ` λ(x : A).M : ∗. By the induction hypothesis we have

• JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ : JsKΓ
ψ

• JΓKψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ ` [B]Γ,x:A

ψ : ∗

It is possible to derive JΓKψ ` JAKΓ
ψ : s by Lemma 2. With the previous hypothesis, the

desired result is obtained by a direct application of Impred rule.

Case App:
Here we need to prove

JΓKψ ` [M N ]Γψ : JB{x := N}KΓ
ψ

By an unfolding the translation and Lemma 3

JΓKψ ` [M ]Γψ [N ]Γψ : JBKΓ,x:A
ψ {x := [N ]Γψ}

We also have as induction hypothesis

• JΓKψ ` [M ]Γψ : Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ

• JΓKψ ` [N ]Γψ : JAKΓ
ψ
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which allows us to conclude by the App rule.

Case Conv:
We need to prove

JΓKψ ` [M ]Γψ : JAKΓ
ψ

The induction gives us

• JΓKψ ` [M ]Γψ : JBKΓ
ψ

• JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ : JsKΓ
ψ

We also have

• JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ ≡ [B]Γψ

by Lemma 4. We know that JΓKψ ` JAKΓ
ψ : s by Lemma 2. We need to check

JΓKψ ` JAKΓ
ψ ≡ JBKΓ

ψ

There are four cases:

• JΓKψ ` Eli [A]Γψ ≡ Eli [B]Γψ

• JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ ≡ [B]Γψ

• JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ ≡ Eli [B]Γψ

• JΓKψ ` Eli [A]Γψ ≡ [B]Γψ

The first and second cases are allowed because of the hypothesis and conversion rules. The
third and fourth are impossibles because if the terms have those forms, it is because one
belongs to ∗ and the other to �i, and those sorts are not convertible in the source and target
theories. Now it is possible to apply Conv, which gives the result.

Case Idem:
We need to prove

JΓKψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ ` x : JAKΓ

ψ

given

JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ : JsKΓ
ψ

by Lemma 2 we have JΓKψ ` JAKΓ
ψ : s, which allows us to conclude by Idem rule.

Case Wf-Empty:
Trivial.

Case WF-Cons:
We need to prove ` JΓKψ, x : JAKΓ

ψ. By the induction hypothesis we get JΓKψ ` [A]Γψ : J�iK
Γ
ψ.

By Lemma 2 we get JΓKψ ` JAKΓ
ψ : �i and the result can be derived by WF-Cons

�
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3.3.3 Inductive Types

We have defined the translation for the negative fragment. We proceed to define it over
inductives types: this means that we need to translate induction blocks (introduction) and
generate the corresponding induction principle. Remember that we explained that induction
principles are composed of a case block and a fixpoint. We argue that to in order to define
the translation of induction principles, it is only required to show the translation of case
blocks. Note that this can be seen as a meta-property of CCR

ω+∗, because case blocks are not
exposed in the calculus.

Definition 14 (Inductive Reasonably Exceptional Translation). Let Indn
{

∆I := ∆C

}
be a mutual inductive block. We assume that:

• ∀(I : D) ∈ ∆I ,∃
#       ‰

p : P
#       ‰

u : U,D ≡ Π
#       ‰

p : P .Π
#       ‰

u : U. sI

• ∀(c : C) ∈ ∆C .∃I ∈ dom(∆I),∀c ∈ Constr(∆C , I),∃
#       ‰

p : P
#       ‰

a : A,

C ≡ Π
#       ‰

p : P .Π
#       ‰

a : A. Ic
#‰

p
#‰

v

Then, we can define:

• ∆Iψ :=

{
Iψ : ΠJ

#       ‰

p : P K
Γ

ψ.ΠJ
#       ‰

u : UK
Γ,

#    ‰

p:P

ψ . sI | (I : D) ∈ ∆I

}
• ∆′Cψ :=

{
cψ : ΠJ

#       ‰

p : P K
Γ

ψ.ΠJ
#       ‰

a : AK
Γ,

#    ‰

p:P

ψ . [Ic]
Γ′

ψ

#‰

p [
#‰

v ]
Γ′

ψ | (c : C) ∈ ∆C ∧ Γ′ := Γ,
#       ‰

p : P ,
#       ‰

a : A

}
• ∆Iφ :=

{
Iφ : ΠJ

#       ‰

p : P K
Γ

ψ.ΠJ
#       ‰

u : UK
Γ,

#    ‰

p:P

ψ .E→ [I]Γψ
#‰

p
#‰

u | (I : D) ∈ ∆I

}
• ∆Cψ := ∆′Cψ ∪∆Iφ

setting locally in the translation:

• [I]Γψ := Iψ

• JI
#‰

p
#‰

u K
Γ

ψ := Iψ [
#‰

p ]
Γ

ψ [
#‰

u ]
Γ

ψ

With these definitions, we define the translation of a mutual inductive block as

[Indn
{

∆I := ∆C

}
]
Γ

ψ
:= Indn

{
∆Iψ := ∆Cψ

}
and extend the translation with:

• [I]Γψ :=

 λJ
#       ‰

p : P K
Γ

ψ J
#       ‰

u : UK
Γ,

#    ‰

p:P

ψ . Iψ
#‰

p
#‰

u If I belongs to ∗

λJ
#       ‰

p : P K
Γ

ψ J
#       ‰

u : UK
Γ,

#    ‰

p:P

ψ . TypeVali (Iψ
#‰

p
#‰

u ) (Iφ
#‰

p
#‰

u ) If I belongs �i

• [c]Γψ := cψ

We will see examples in the next section. We proceed to define the extension for case block
elimination.

Definition 15 (Case Reasonably Exceptional Translation). Given a context Γ, terms
#‰

p and
#‰

u , an inductive term M such that Γ `M : I
#‰

p
#‰

u , a predicate Q := λ(
#      ‰

i : U) (x : I
#‰

p
#‰

i ). R,
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branch terms
#‰

fj and a case block term case(M ;Q ;
#‰

fj ) such that Γ ` case(M ;Q ;
#‰

fj ) :

Q
#‰

u M . Defining:

Qψ := λJ
#      ‰

i : UK
Γ

ψ (x : [I]Γψ [
#‰

p ]
Γ

ψ

#‰

i ). JRKΓ,
#   ‰

i:U,x:I
#‰

p
#‰

i
ψ

fψφ := λJ
#      ‰

i : UK
Γ

ψ (e : E). [R]
Γ,

#   ‰

i:U
ψφ {x := [I]Γψ [

#‰

p ]
Γ

ψ

#‰

i } e

Then, we define the translation of case blocks as:

[case(M ;Q ;
#‰

fj )]
Γ

ψ :=

case( [M ]Γψ ;Qψ ; [
#‰

fj]
Γ

ψ | fψφ ) If I and Q belongs to �i

case( [M ]Γψ ;Qψ ; [
#‰

fj]
Γ

ψ ) If I belongs to ∗

Note that the previous definition is not complete: elimination from �i to ∗ is not allowed.
The insight for this definition is that terms belonging to �i can be exceptions in RETT, but
terms belonging to ∗ cannot. Thus, case block over terms in �i cannot handle its exceptional
constructor. From now on, we assume that for every case block, it is possible to define its
translation.

We now proceed to prove the soundness of the extension of the reasonably exceptional
translation that enables it to handle inductives types.

Theorem 6 (Inductive Extension Reasonably Exceptional Translation Sound-
ness). Extending the translation for inductive introduction (Definition 14) and inductive
elimination (Definition 15) preserves typing soundness.

Proof. We need to prove the related typing judgement for each extension in order to prove
the preservation of typing soundness. By induction on the typing derivation, analyzing only
the new cases.

Case Inductive Introduction:
We have three judgements related to inductive introduction

Subcase Wf-Ind:
The well foundedness of the translation is a direct consequence of Theorem 5. All the
typing requirements are derived and the pertenence to the corresponding sets are granted
by construction. The interesting case is In(·, ·, ·). Remember that this predicate checks
syntactic constructions of blocks declarations. The translation preserves these syntactic
constructions and all conditions can be satisfied by construction.

Subcase Ind-Type and Ind-Constr:
These cases are derived by the induction hypothesis and translation definition.

Case Inductive Elimination:
The only way to eliminate inductive is through each induction principle. As explained, it
order to derive translation of an induction principle, it is only required to check it for the
underlying case block. In this case we only need to show Ind-Elim (see Figure 2.10) is
respected under the translation. This is a direct application of the induction hypothesis,
translation definition and context extension. The interesting case is when eliminating from
�i to �i because it adds the exceptional constructor on the case block. This is granted by
construction because the exceptional branch takes the same arguments as the constructor
and the bindings are the same of Q. This implies that this branch generates the expected
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typing for a branch in the case block.

�

Now that we have the soundness of inductive introductions, we are able to process the
corresponding induction principle by a simple translation of the term. Thus, we have the
exceptional induction principle available in the target theory, with some restrictions. Elim-
ination from inductives in �i to ∗ is not allowed, because the underlying case block does
not support it. Finally, elimination from �i to �i simply re-raise the exception to the corre-
sponding type. This means that exceptions flow in the system.

Nevertheless, the translation is able to generate a catch induction principle for each sort.
This induction principle is equal to the corresponding induction principle, but it contains an
additional case for the exceptional constructor This means that we can eliminate computa-
tional inductive terms into propositions through the catch induction principle. For example,
here we can see the case for nat (nat catch)

Π(P : nat→ s).
P O→
(Π(n : A). P n→ P (S n))→
(Π(e : E). P (natψ e))→
Π(n : nat). P n

RETT also enjoys additional reduction rules. Assume an inductive I and its induction
principle I rect. Than, the first additional reduction rule is

I rect
#‰

p P f1 . . . fl
#‰

i (raise (I
#‰

p
#‰

i ) e) ≡ raise (P (raise (I
#‰

p
#‰

i ) e)) e

This rule establishes that exceptions flow across the theory. The other rule is for the catch
induction principle:

I catch
#‰

p P f1 . . . fl fφ
#‰

i (raise (I
#‰

p
#‰

i ) e) ≡ fφ

This rule establishes that the catch induction principle reduces to the exceptional branch if
an exception is applied.

Finally, the generated type theory RETT preserves singleton elimination:

Corollary 7. If a inductive type I meets the criteria for singleton elimination in the source
theory, then the translated inductive type meets the criteria for singleton elimination

Proof. This is direct from the equivalence J∗KΓ
ψ ≡ ∗ and the fact that the translation does

not add an additional constructor for propositional inductive types. �

3.4 Examples

In this section, we show examples of the previous translation and how it can be used. We
first need to realize the two terms of the theory: E : �i and raise : Π(A : �i).E→ A:

• [E]Γψ := TypeVali E (λ(e : E). e)

• [raise]Γψ := λ(A : typei) (e : E). Erri A e
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In other words, the exceptional type is simply a reification of the underlying exceptional type,
and the raising function simply uses the raising function associated to the type to inhabit
any type in the theory.

Now, we can see how the translation works at the induction level. For computational in-
ductives, we can see that it adds a default constructor, which is the default raising function
for that type:

Ind0

 natψ :�0 :=
Oψ : natψ
Sψ : natψ → natψ
natφ :E→ natψ


Ind1

 listψ : Π(A : typei).�i :=
nilψ : Π(A : typei).listψ A
consψ : Π(A : typei).Eli A→ listψ A→ listψ A
listφ : Π(A : typei).E→ natψ


In contrast, the translation does not add the default raising function for propositional induc-
tives, but it translates the inner computational types:

Ind0

{
Falseψ : ∗ :=

}
Ind2

{
eqψ : Π(A : typei)(x : Eli A).�i := eq reflψ : Π(A : typei)(x : Eli A).eqψ A x x

}
Note that the translation of False has no constructors. Here, we can see why raise cannot
be applied over propositions. It cannot rescue the raising function.

In this chapter, we defined the Reasonably Exceptional Type Theory (RETT): a consistent
type theory with exceptions. We presented the mechanisms the theory provides for working
with exceptions such as induction principles. We established the soundness of the theory
through a syntactic translation into CIC, which provides good meta-theoretical properties.
Nonetheless, there is room for improvement: trivial theorems of CIC are not valid in RETT.
In the next chapter, we present examples to illustrate this and we propose an extension over
RETT to overcome this gap.
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Chapter 4

Controlling Exceptions: A Modality
over RETT

4.1 Motivation

The previous chapter describes RETT: a type theory with exceptions. We also saw some
applications of the type theory, showing that it is possible to raise/catch exceptions on pro-
grams, but it is also possible to reason about exceptions while maintaining logical consistency.

Now, the theory treats every computational term as a possible exceptional term. This
happens because every computational type is interpreted as a type with a raising function.
The theory takes this in consideration and it provides the catch induction principle. This
principle allows considering the case when the term is an exception. However, if the result
belongs to a computational type, then it is also seen as a term that can be an exception, even
though the exception was already managed. For example, the following empty function uses
the catch induction for list to always provide a pure value, even if the list is an exception.

λ(A : �i) (l : list A). list catch (λ . bool) true (λa . false) (λ . false) l

The previous function returns true only if the list is empty. When it is not or it is an excep-
tion, returns false. It is not possible that the result of this function returns an exception,
but the theory still interprets the result as if it can be.

Some theorems, which are provable in CIC, do not hold in RETT. For example

` Π(n : nat). n ≥ 0

This theorem states that every natural number is bigger than zero. On the other hand, we
have in RETT:

6`RETT Π(n : nat). n ≥ 0

This theorem is not valid in RETT because natural numbers are computational types. The
theory sees a natural number as a possible exception and the proposition ≥ do not relate
an exceptional number with a concrete number.

We would like to have a way to enforce purity (restrict exceptions) on terms:
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checkρψ(Π(x : A). B) ≡ checkρψ(B) checkρψ(M N) ≡ checkρψ(M) checkρψ(A) ≡ A

Figure 4.1: Checker function definition

`RETT Π(n : nat). param n→ n ≥ 0

Here, we are using param n to say that the number n is pure, which enables proving that
n ≥ 0, even in the exceptional world.

In this chapter, we develop an extension over RETT that allows enforcing purity over terms:
the param modality. To support this modality, we require some structures that are generated
through a new syntactic translation. This new translation is used along the translation that
interprets RETT. We then extend the source theory with the modality that enforces when
a term must be pure and finally, we explain the relation between the extension and the new
syntactic translation.

4.2 Reasonably Parametric Exceptional Translation

Currently, only propositional terms are pure and it is not possible to establish if compu-
tational terms are pure. It is possible to enforce this using parametricity techniques. The
same idea was applied on [18] (see Section 2.5.3). The problem in that translation is that
parametricity is applied indiscriminately on every term. This led to the problems already
presented where it is not possible to reason about exceptions. One approach is to tweak the
translation to work over the reasonably exceptional translation and be parametric only over
computational terms. However, we think that this is a strong requirement. Therefore, we
opt for a less restrictive approach to the use of parametricity that adds more freedom to the
translation and more control to the user. The translation will only be applied over inductive
blocks, because these terms are the ones where we want to enforce purity.

The idea for the reasonably parametric exceptional translation is to enforce purity only
over one kind of terms along a single translation. Here, kind means type. This means that
along a context, the translation is also parametrized by an identifier, which is the type over
which parametricity is applied.

Before we can define the reasonably parametric exceptional translation, we need an aux-
iliary function: checkρψ(·). This function will be used on types and it extracts the relevant
information to decide when parametricity should be applied to a given term. We can see its
definition in Figure 4.1. In essence, it extracts the head (first argument) of the codomain of
functions or the head of an application:

• checkρψ(bool) ≡ bool

• checkρψ(vec nat 0) ≡ vec

• checkρψ(Π(A : �i) (a : A). T A a) ≡ T

Note that even though the type system allows lambdas in types, the translation does not
support it: it is undefined by checkρψ(·). This means that we assume that the following kind
of types, although valid, do not exist at the type level (lambda application at type level):

(λ(A : �). A) �→ �
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T [s]Γρψ := λ(A : JsKΓ
ψ). JAKΓ

ψ → s

T [x]Γρψ := xρψ

T [λ(x : A).M ]Γρψ :=

λ(x : JAKΓ
ψ) (xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x). T [M ]Γ,x:A
ρψ checkρψ(A) ≡ T

λ(x : JAKΓ
ψ). T [M ]Γ,x:A

ρψ ∼

T [M N ]Γρψ :=


T [M ]Γρψ [N ]Γψ

T [N ]Γρψ Γ `M : Π(x : A). B ∧ checkρψ(A) ≡ T

T [M ]Γρψ [N ]Γψ ∼

T [Π(x : A). B]Γρψ :=


λ(f : Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). JBKΓ,x:A
ψ ).

Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ) (xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x). T JBKΓ,x:A
ρψ (f x)

checkρψ(A) ≡ T

λ(f : Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ ).

Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). T JBKΓ,x:A

ρψ (f x)

∼

T JAKΓ
ρψ := T [A]Γρψ

T J·Kρψ := ·

T JΓ, x : AKρψ :=

JΓKψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ, xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψx checkρψ(A) ≡ T

JΓKψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ ∼

Figure 4.2: Reasonably Parametric Exceptional Translation Definition

In practice, this restriction can be bypassed by an explicit rewrite. Note that the check
function leaves inductive elimination out. Later, it will be clear why this is not necessary.
For now, this simple function will serve our purpose.

With the previous function, we can define the reasonably parametric exceptional transla-
tion T [·]Γρψ. The translation applies parametricity in conjunction with the exceptional transla-
tion (just like [18]), but only to the terms that are related to T . This relation is an expectation
over the result of checkρψ(·) related to the current term being translated: for lambdas and
binders, the domain should check to T ; and for applications, the domain of the left term’s
type should check to T . We can see the definition in Figure 4.2.

We will now prove the soundness theorem of this translation. We first need some lemmas
and a new definition.

Definition 16 (Context containment). Given two context Γ and ∆. We say that ∆
contains Γ ( Γ v ∆) if:

1. dom(Γ) ⊆ dom(∆).

2. The relative order of identifiers in Γ is preserved in ∆.

3. ∀x : A ∈ Γ⇒ x : B ∈ ∆ ∧ A ≡ B.

In simple terms, this relation between contexts means that given two context Γ and ∆
where Γ v ∆ holds, then ∆ contains at least the same identifiers of Γ, where the associated
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type in one context is equivalent to the associated type in the other for each mutual identifier
between the contexts. Moreover, ∆ can contain more identifiers than Γ, but these identifiers
do not interfere with the mutual identifiers between Γ and ∆. It is important to remember
that identifiers are unique.

Lemma 8. Given a context Γ, and terms M and A. If Γ `M : A, then ` Γ.

Proof. By induction in the typing derivation. For each case, it is a direct consequence of
the assumptions of the induction or a direct application of the induction hypothesis with
WF-Cons. �

Lemma 9. Given contexts Γ and ∆, and a term A. If

• Γ, x : A ` x : A

• ` Γ, x : A,∆

then Γ, x : A,∆ ` x : A.

Proof. By induction on the form of ∆:

Case ∆′ := · :
We need to prove Γ, x : A ` x : A, which is our assumption.

Case ∆ := ∆, y : B:
We need to prove

Γ, x : A,∆′, y : B ` x : A

We have:

1. ` Γ, x : A,∆′, y : B because we are doing induction over d.

2. Γ, x : A,∆′ ` B : s for some s by analysis on the structure of (1).

3. ` Γ, x : A,∆′ by Lemma 8 and (2).

4. Γ, x : A,∆′ ` x : A by the induction hypothesis along (3).

We can conclude by Weakening with (2) and (4).

�

Lemma 10. Given a context Γ and a term A. If x : A ∈ Γ and ` Γ, then we have Γ ` x : A.

Proof. This is a corollary of Lemma 9 because if x : A ∈ Γ, then there exists Γ1 and Γ2 such
that Γ := Γ1, x : A,Γ2 �

Lemma 11. Given two contexts Γ and ∆, and terms M and A. If we have Γ v ∆, ` ∆ and
Γ `M : A, then we have ∆ `M : A.

Proof. By induction over the typing derivation:

Case Type, Prop:
It is direct because we have ` ∆.
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Case Weakening:
We need to prove

∆ `M : B

We have as induction hypothesis Γ, x : A v ∆, which means that Γ v ∆. With this
hypothesis and using the induction hypothesis, we can conclude ∆ `M : B.

Case Type-Prod, Prop-Prod, Impred:
These cases can be analyzed together assuming s1, s2, s3 with the respective sort for each
rule. We need to prove

∆ ` Π(x : A). B : s3

We have:

1. Γ v ∆

2. ` ∆

We can derive:

3. ∆ ` A : s1 by induction hypothesis.

4. ∆, x : A ` B : s2 by induction hypothesis and that Γ v ∆⇒ Γ, x : A v ∆, x : A.

We can conclude by the corresponding product rule.

Case Conv:
We have to prove

∆ `M : A

We have by induction hypothesis

1. ∆ `M : B

2. ∆ ` A : s

For conversion, the context is not used and it can be swapped.

3. ∆ `M ≡ N

We conclude by applying Conv.

Case Abs:
We have to prove

∆ ` λ(x : A).M : Π(x : A). B

In this case, we have:

1. Γ v ∆

2. ` ∆

We can derive:

3. ∆ ` Π(x : A). B : s by induction hypothesis.
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4. ∆, x : A `M : B by induction hypothesis and that Γ v ∆⇒ Γ, x : A v ∆, x : A.

We conclude by Abs.

Case App:
We have to prove

∆ `M N : B{x := N}

We have by induction hypothesis

1. ∆ `M : Π(x : A). B

2. ∆ ` N : A

We conclude by App.

Case Idem:
We have to prove

∆ ` x : A

We have Γ, x : A v ∆ by induction hypothesis. This implies that x : A ∈ ∆. We conclude
this case by Lemma 10

�

Lemma 12. Given a context Γ, and terms M and A. Given that JΓKψ ` M : A, then we

have T JΓKρψ `M : A.

Proof. This is a corollary of Lemma 11 because JΓKψ v
T JΓKρψ by translation definition. �

Lemma 13. Given a context Γ, and terms M , A and B. Given that Γ ` T [M ]Γρψ : A, then

we have Γ ` T [M ]Γ,x:B
ρψ : A if x 6∈ FreeVar(M).

Proof. The reasonably parametric exceptional translation uses the context Γ to type M
during the translation. If the context is extended with variables that are not free in M and
identifiers are unique, then we have Γ v Γ, x : A. By Lemma 11, we can swap the context
and the translation will remain unaffected. This allow us to conclude. �

Lemma 14 (Substitution). Given a context Γ and terms M , N , A and T , such that
Γ ` N : A. Then, we have:

T [M{x := N}]Γρψ ≡
T [M ]Γ,x:A

ρψ {x := [N ]Γψ, xρψ := T [N ]Γρψ}

Proof. If checkρψ(A) 6≡ T , then this substitution behaves just like Lemma 3 because the

identifier xρψ is unused along T [M ]Γρψ. In the other case, we assume checkρψ(A) ≡ T . The
proof is done by induction on M with a generalized context. From now on, the identifier y
does not match the identifier being translated.

Case M := �i,M := ∗:
Holds trivially.

Case M := x,M := y:
Holds trivially.
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Case M := λ(y : Ay).M1:
We can assume that x is not the same as y, y 6∈ FreeVar(N) and y 6∈ FreeVar(Ay) by
α-rename. Then, we get

T [λ(y : Ay{x := N}).M1{x := N}]Γρψ
We do a case analysis over checkρψ(Ay). However, the case for checkρψ(Ay) 6≡ T is contained
in the case checkρψ(Ay) ≡ T , thus we analyze the last. We have

λ(y : JAy{x := N}KΓ
ψ) (yρψ : T JAy{x := N}KΓ

ρψ y). T [M1{x := N}]Γ,y:Ay

ρψ

By applying the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3 we get

λ(y : JAyK
Γ,x:A
ψ {x := [N ]Γψ}) (yρψ : T JAyK

Γ,x:A
ρψ {x := [N ]Γψ, xρψ := T [N ]Γρψ} y).

T [M1]
Γ,y:Ay ,x:A
ρψ {x := [N ]

Γ,y:Ay

ψ , xρψ := T [N ]
Γ,y:Ay

ρψ }

We also have:

T [M1]
Γ,y:Ay ,x:A
ρψ ≡ T [M1]

Γ,x:A,y:Ay

ρψ

Because x does not affect typing of Ay, and y is not used for typing A. Thus, it is possible
to fold the substitution and translation, which gives the result.

Case M := Π(x : A). B:
This case has some similarities with the previous one. Note that binders are wrapped over
abstractions, for which we already proved that it holds. It remains to show how binders
interact with substitution, which can be easily derived from the abstraction case, replacing
abstractions by binders.

Case M := M1 M2:
Straightforward application of induction hypothesis over subterms M1 and M2

�

Lemma 15 (Conversion). Given a context Γ and terms M , N and T , such that Γ `M ≡
N , then Γ ` T [M ]Γρψ ≡

T [N ]Γρψ

Proof. By induction on the conversion

Case β-reduction:
We have the following M := (λ(x : A).M1) N1 and N := M1{x := N1}. We perform a case
analysis on the result of checkρψ(A)

Subcase checkρψ(A) ≡ T :
We have the following:

• T [M ]Γρψ := (λ(x : JAKΓ
ψ) (xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x). T [M1]Γ,x:A
ρψ ) [N1]Γψ

T [N1]Γρψ by definition of
the translation

• T [M1]Γ,x:A
ρψ {x := [N1]Γψ, xρψ := T [N1]Γρψ} by Lemma 14

This holds by a double application of β-reduction.

Subcase checkρψ(A) 6≡ T :
Similar to the previous case.
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Case η-expansion:
We have to take into account that abstractions are translated as abstractions (simple or
double depending on the type of the binder). Through case analysis similar to the previous
one, we conclude that η-expansion is respected.

Case application:
Straightforward application of induction hypothesis and conversion rules.

�

Theorem 16 (Reasonably Parametric Exceptional Translation Soundness). Given
a context Γ, terms M , A and T , such that Γ `M : A and checkρψ(A) ≡ T , then:

T JΓKρψ `
T [M ]Γρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ [M ]Γψ

Proof. By induction on the typing derivation

Case Type, Prop:
We start from Γ ` s1 : s2 and need to prove T JΓKρψ ` λ(A : Js1K

Γ
ψ). JAKΓ

ψ → s1 : Js1K
Γ
ψ → s2.

We can conclude by applying Abs if we can derive:

1. T JΓKρψ ` Js1K
Γ
ψ → s2 : s3 for some s3

2. T JΓKρψ, A : Js1K
Γ
ψ ` JAKΓ

ψ → s1 : s2

For (1), we have:

3. JΓKψ ` [s1]Γψ : Js2K
Γ
ψ by Theorem 5

4. T JΓKρψ ` Js1K
Γ
ψ : s2 derived from (3) applying Lemma 2 and Lemma 12

We can apply Type-Prod to conclude.
For (2), we have can derive:

5. T JΓKρψ, A : Js1K
Γ
ψ ` [A]Γψ : Js1K

Γ
ψbecause [A]Γψ ≡ A

6. T JΓKρψ, A : Js1K
Γ
ψ ` JAKΓ

ψ : s1 by Lemma 2 over (5)

With the previous hypotheses, we can conclude the second case by Type-Prod or Prop-
Prod depending the case.

Case Type-Prod, Prop-Prod, Impred:
For these cases we represent the sorts involved in the typing rules as s1, s2 and s3 with the
expected mapping. We need to prove

T JΓKρψ ` λ(f : Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ ). F : (Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ )→ s3

where F could be two possible values:

• Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). T JBKΓ,x:A

ρψ (f x)

• Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ) (xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x). T JBKΓ,x:A
ρψ (f x)

We need to derive the following in order to conclude:

(1) T JΓKρψ ` (Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ )→ s3 : s4 for some s4
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(2) T JΓKρψ, f : Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ ` F : s3

We have the following as induction hypothesis:

(3) Γ ` A : s1

(4) Γ, x : A ` B : s2

(5) Can derive Γ ` Π(x : A). B : s3

To derive the first judgment, we take hypothesis (5) and apply Theorem 5, Lemma 2, Lemma
12 and Lemma 1 to get T JΓKρψ ` Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). JBKΓ,x:A
ψ : s3. The rest of (1) is direct for the

corresponding s4.

To derive (2) we need to prove:

(6) T JΓKρψ, f : Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ ` JAKΓ
ψ : s1

(7) T JΓKρψ, f : Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ , x : JAKΓ
ψ ` F ′ : s2

where F ′ could be:

• T JBKΓ,x:A
ρψ (f x)

• Π(xρψ : T JAKΓ
ρψ x). T JBKΓ,x:A

ρψ (f x)

Judgment (6) can by derived from (3) and applying Theorem 5, Lemma 2, Lemma 12,
extending context property of CIC and unique identifiers. For judgment (7), we can assume,
without loss of generality, that F ′ := Π(xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x). T JBKΓ,x:A
ρψ (f x) which implies that

checkρψ(A) ≡ T (the other case is similar). We need to prove:

(8) T JΓKρψ, f : Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ , x : JAKΓ
ψ `

T JAKΓ
ρψ x : s1

(9) T JΓKρψ, f : Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ). JBKΓ,x:A

ψ , x : JAKΓ
ψ, xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x `
T JBKΓ,x:A

ρψ (f x) : s1

For (8), it can be proved by the induction hypothesis over (3), which gives

T JΓKρψ `
T [A]Γρψ : JAKΓ

ψ → s1 ≡ T JΓKρψ `
T JAKΓ

ρψ : JAKΓ
ψ → s1

We can prove it by extending context property and App.

Finally, we need to derive the typing judgement (9). The induction hypothesis over (4) gives
us (according to the value of F ′):

T JΓKρψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ, xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x `
T [B]Γρψ : JBKΓ

ψ → s1

≡
T JΓKρψ, x : JAKΓ

ψ, xρψ : T JAKΓ
ρψ x `

T JBKΓ
ρψ : JBKΓ

ψ → s1

Given the context of (9), we can derive that the type of (f x) is JBKΓ,x:A
ψ . Along the previous

induction hypothesis, we can conclude the desired result by extending the context and App.

Case Weakening:
By a case analysis over the result of checkρψ(A)

Subcase checkρψ(A) ≡ T :
We need to prove
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T JΓKρψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ, xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x `
T [M ]Γ,x:A

ρψ : T JBKΓ
ρψ [M ]Γψ

We have as hypothesis:

(1) Γ `M : B

(2) Γ ` A : s

We can derive:

(3) T JΓKρψ `
T [M ]Γρψ : T JBKΓ

ρψ [M ]Γψ by induction hypothesis over (1)

(4) T JΓKρψ ` JAKΓ
ψ : s by Theorem 5, Lemma 2 and Lemma 12

(5) T JΓKρψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ `

T JAKΓ
ρψ : JAKΓ

ψ → s by induction hypothesis over (2), translation
definition and Weakening with (4)

(6) T JΓKρψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ `

T JAKΓ
ρψ x : s by App and (5)

With all the previous derivations, we can conclude:

T JΓKρψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ, xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x `
T [M ]Γρψ : T JBKΓ

ρψ [M ]Γψ

using (3) and (6) along Weakening. Finally, we apply Lemma 13 because we can assume
that x 6∈ FreeVar(M), which concludes this case.

Subcase checkρψ(A) 6≡ T :
This case is similar to the previous.

Case Abs:
By a case analysis over the result of checkρψ(A) assuming M := λ(x : A). N

Subcase checkρψ(A) ≡ T :
We need to prove

T JΓKρψ ` λ(x : JAKΓ
ψ) (xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x). T [M ]Γ,x:A
ρψ : Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ) (xρψ : T JAKΓ
ρψ x). T JBKΓ,x:A

ρψ [M ]Γ,x:A
ψ

The type of the previous judgment is reduced. The initial type is:

Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ) (xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x). T JBKΓ,x:A
ρψ ((λ(x : JAKΓ

ψ). [M ]Γ,x:A
ψ ) x)

Note that x 6∈ FreeVar(A) by hypothesis of the calculus. By applying β-reduction on the
lambda we get

Π(x : JAKΓ
ψ) (xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x). T JBKΓ,x:A
ρψ [M ]Γ,x:A

ψ {x := x}

Noting that x ∈ FreeVar(M), using Lemma 3 and the fact that replacing by the same
binder does not change anything, we get the expected type. In order to conclude, we use
an iteration of Abs. We need to derive judgements related to the type of the lambda
which is similar to what we have done for the binders cases. The only derivation that is
still missing is:

Γ, x : JAKΓ
ψ, xρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ x `
T [M ]Γ,x:A

ρψ : T JBKΓ,x:A
ρψ [M ]Γ,x:A

ψ

This can be concluded by the induction hypothesis.

Subcase checkρψ(A) 6≡ T :
This case is similar to the previous one without the extra binder in the context.
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Case App:
Here, it is necessary to perform a case analysis over checkρψ(A)

Subcase checkρψ(A) ≡ T :
We need to prove:

T JΓKρψ `
T [M ]Γρψ [N ]Γψ

T [N ]Γρψ : T JB{x := N}KΓ
ρψ ([M ]Γψ [N ]Γψ)

Note that here we can apply Lemma 14 to get

T JB{x := N}KΓ
ρψ ([M ]Γψ [N ]Γψ) ≡ T JBKΓ,x:A

ρψ {x := JNKΓ
ψ, xρψ := T JNKΓ

ρψ} ([M ]Γψ [N ]Γψ)

We get as induction hypotheses:

1. T JΓKρψ `
T [M ]Γρψ : (λ(f : F ′).Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ) (xρψ : T JAKΓ
ρψ x). T JBKΓ,x:A

ρψ (f x)) [M ]Γψ

2. T JΓKρψ `
T [N ]Γρψ : T JAKΓ

ρψ [N ]Γψ

We can derive:

3. T JΓKρψ `
T [M ]Γρψ : Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ) (xρψ : T JAKΓ
ρψ x). T JBKΓ,x:A

ρψ ([M ]Γψ x) by β-reduction

on (1)

4. T JΓKρψ ` [N ]Γψ : JAKΓ
ψ by Theorem 5 and Lemma 12

Finally, we can conclude by a double application of App with hypotheses (3), (4) and (2)

Subcase checkρψ(A) 6≡ T :
This case is similar to the previous one without (2).

Case Conv:
This case follows by the induction hypothesis on the premises and Lemma 15.

Case Idem:
We need to prove

T JΓ, x : AKρψ ` xρψ : T JAKΓ,x:A
ρψ x

Note that we have checkρψ(A) ≡ T because otherwise, the hypotheses of the theorem do not
hold. We have as induction hypothesis:

1. T JΓKρψ `
T JAKΓ

ρψ : JAKΓ
ψ → s

We can derive

2. T JΓKρψ ` JAKΓ
ψ : s by Theorem 5, Lemma 2 and Lemma 12

3. T JΓKρψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ `

T JAKΓ,x:A
ρψ : JAKΓ

ψ → s by Weakening on (1) and using Lemma 13

4. T JΓKρψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ ` x : JAKΓ

ψ by Idem with (2)

5. T JΓKρψ, x : JAKΓ
ψ `

T JAKΓ,x:A
ρψ x : s by App with (3) and (4)

We conclude with Idem and (5).

Case Wf-Empty:
Trivial
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Case WF-Cons:
This case is quite similar to the Idem case, except that we use well foundedness instead of
typing.

�

4.3 Parametric Modality

In the previous section, we defined a translation that uses parametricity to enforce purity
over a particular type. In this section, we explain how can we use the previous translation to
control exceptions. To achieve this, it is necessary to extend RETT at the source level and
the target level. We now describe these extensions and in the next section, we define how
these extensions are related.

We first analyze the target theory to see what the limitations are, and then review the
source theory.

4.3.1 Extending the Target Theory

Currently, RETT is not able to capture the purity of a term. Remember that RETT is
generated by the reasonably exceptional translation. Here, we explain how we can use the
reasonably parametric exceptional translation along the reasonably exceptional translation
to generate an extension on the target theory of RETT where it is possible to establish that
a term must be pure. This means that the reasonably parametric exceptional translation
does not generate a new type theory.

The intuition for extending RETT is that the parametric translation enforce purity over
a single type during its translation. Also, base types in CIC are defined by inductive blocks.
This means that we could enforce purity at the inductive level and it will cover all the
interesting cases of the calculus. Finally, propositions do not require the enforcement because
they are already pure. With this in mind, we redefine how inductive blocks are translated.

Definition 17 (Inductive Reasonably Exceptional Translation). Given an inductive
block Indn

{
∆I := ∆C

}
along the blocks defined in Definition 14, we define:

• ∆Iρψ :=

{
Iρψ : ΠJ

#       ‰

p : P K
Γ

ψ.ΠJ
#       ‰

u : UK
Γ,

#    ‰

p:P

ψ . Iψ
#‰

p
#‰

u → ∗ | (I : D) ∈ ∆I and I arity of �

}
• ∆Cρψ :=

{
cρψ : IcJCKΓ

ρψ [c]Γψ | (c : C) ∈ ∆C and Ic arity of �
}

setting locally:

I [I]Γρψ := Iρψ,∀I ∈ dom(∆I)

We redefine the reasonably exceptional translation of inductive blocks to:

[Indn
{

∆I := ∆C

}
]
Γ

ψ
:= Indn

{
∆Iψ := ∆Cψ

}
∪ Indn

{
∆Iρψ := ∆Cρψ

}
The new generated parametric inductive block transforms each inductive into a predicate of

purity for the related exceptional inductive (note that they are an arity of ∗). The exceptional
constructor is not generated, thus it is excluded as a pure term, which is the desired goal. Note
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Ind0

{
emptyρψ : emptyψ → ∗ :=

}
Ind0

{
natρψ : natψ → ∗ :=

Oρψ : natρψ Oψ
Sρψ : Π(n : natψ). natρψ n→ natρψ (Sψ n)

}
Ind1

 listρψ : Π(A : typei).listψ → ∗ :=
nilρψ : Π(A : typei).listρψ A (nilψ A)
consρψ : Π(A : typei).Π(a : Eli A) (l : listψ A).

listρψ A l → listρψ A (consψ A a l)


Figure 4.3: Examples of inductive blocks generated by the parametric translation

that the above definition is ambiguous for the case that the blocks only define propositions.
We assume that the translastion drops the right side of the union in such case.

Lemma 17. The redefinition described in Definition 17 is sound

Proof. We must establish that Wf-Ind holds for the extension. We already established
the soundness of the translation. Also, Iψ exists ∀I, I ∈ ∆I when using the parametric
translation. Finally, the translation respects the positivity conditions. �

A few things to note. The previous redefinition modifies the target theory of RETT but
not its source. For each translated inductive, a parametric inductive is generated. This
parametric inductive can enforce the purity of the exceptional inductive at the type level in
the target theory. We can see examples of parametric inductives in Figure 4.3. As an example,
the following type captures the essence of the identity function for nat’s but allowing only
pure terms:

Π(n : natψ). natρψ n→ natψ

This type describes the expected purity because the second argument of the given type can
not be generated if the first one is an exception: it is not possible to create the predicative
witness for natρψ (natφ e).

Moreover, given an inductive type I, it is not possible to create a predicate witness for

Iρψ
#‰

p
#‰

i (Iφ
#‰

p
#‰

i e)

This is a meta property of RETT, but it is not expressible.

4.3.2 Extending the Source Theory: Adding the Modality

We extended the translation and it is possible to express when a term must be pure in the
target theory. We would like to be able to express it in the source theory. Take the last
example of the previous section:

Π(n : natψ). natρψ n→ natψ

At the target level, we have to use the dedicated inductive type natρψ associated to nat in
order to declare purity. At the source level, we would like to be agnostic over the dedicated
type and let the translation figure it out:

Π(n : nat).P n→ nat
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Here, we are making explicit that we want a proof of purity for the second argument through
P n. We call P the modality. In addition, we want only computational terms to be enforced
to be pure, because propositional terms are already pure. We will define the extensions
needed to support the modality in the rest of the section.

The first step is to extend the terms of the calculus:

A,B,N,M,R, S := . . . | P N

The new term, P N , represents that the term N should be pure. This new term alone is not
enough. We need to add a new typing judgment in order to have a valid system:

Param-Term
A inductive Γ ` A : �i Γ ` N : A

Γ ` P N : ∗

These extensions, albeit arbitrary, will be proved valid by the translation (due to [3]). They
permit us to enforce purity in the source theory. The A in the previous rule correspond to an
inductive type fully applied and the extensions are not applicable to, for example, function
types (nat→ nat).

Equipped with these extensions, we are able to define properties over the terms of the
language. However, these properties are not general: it is possible to generate them for each
specific type, but not quantify over them, just like the catch induction.

The first property is a consistency proof. Semantically, a term of type P (raise A e), for
some generic type that depends on the context, should not be a valid term, because raise

is not pure. However, it is not possible to prove this quantifying over all types, but it is
possible to generate the proof for each type specifically. In CIC, if something is false, than
it is possible to derive False. This means that we can add the following rule and later be a
able to translate it

Param-Raise
A inductive Γ ` A : �i

Γ ` F : Π(e : E).P (raise A e)→ False

Namely, there exists a consistency proof for all inductive types that are an arity of �i.

The second property is an induction principle. This induction principle is similar to the
basic induction principle, but it is required the proof of purity. This means that it is not
necessary to cover the case when such a type can be an exception. For example, the following
term corresponds to the parametric induction principle for nat

Π(P : nat→ ∗).
P O→
(Π(n : A). P n→ P (S n))→
Π(n : nat).P n→ P n

Note that this induction principle can only be used in ∗, because behind the scenes, it uses
induction over parametricity proof to determine that the exceptional branch is not required,
which restricts the elimination sort to ∗.
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4.4 Modality Realization

In this section we will be connecting the two extensions developed in the previous section,
extending the translation and taking into consideration the new terms and proving the sound-
ness of the new typing judgment. Intuitively, the base extensions and first property can be
seen as adding operations over each particular type, while the second property corresponds
to generate a new term with the specified type.

Adding operations over types in functional languages can be modeled by type classes (more
information in [23]), which will be how the modality is interpreted in the target theory. The
following type class lives in the target theory.

Class Paramψ (A : typei) :=
paramψ : Eli A→ ∗
param soundnessψ : Π(e : E). paramψ (Erri A e)→ Falseψ

This type class models the previous extensions. First, we will extend the translation to
consider the modality.

Definition 18 (Modality extension). We extend the reasonably exceptional translation
with:

[P ]Γψ := paramψ

Second, we need to prove that the typing judgments hold in the target theory. To achieve
this, it is important to highlight that the modality can only be applied over inductive types
in the source theory, which suggests that we have to declare an instance of the type class
for every translated inductive type. We will show the content of such instance assuming a

generic inductive type I with parameters
#            ‰

(p : P ) and indexes
#            ‰

(u : U).

The type of the instance will be:

ΠJ
#       ‰

p : P K
Γ

ψ J
#       ‰

u : UK
Γ

ψ. Paramψ (TypeVali (Iψ
#‰

p
#‰

u ) (Iφ
#‰

p
#‰

u ))

The first field of the type class is straightforward, considering that

Eli (TypeVali (Iψ
#‰

p
#‰

u ) (Iφ
#‰

p
#‰

u )) ≡ Iψ
#‰

p
#‰

u

we get:

• paramψI := λ(m : Iψ
#‰

p
#‰

u ). Iρψ
#‰

p
#‰

u m

We used the parametric exceptional inductive and passed the exceptional inductive term to
generate the purity predicate.

The second is more complicated. First, we can reduce the terms at the target theory as
follows

Erri (TypeVali (Iψ
#‰

p
#‰

u ) (Iφ
#‰

p
#‰

u )) e ≡ Iφ
#‰

p
#‰

u e

which implies that

paramψ (Iφ
#‰

p
#‰

u e) ≡ Iρψ
#‰

p
#‰

u (Iφ
#‰

p
#‰

u e)

With the previous equations, the second field is
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• param soundnessψI := λ(e : E) (f : Iρψ
#‰

p
#‰

u (Iφ
#‰

p
#‰

u e)). ?

The construction of the body is not easy, as we have to generate equations over the parametric
exceptional inductive to prove that no constructor can generate a term where the last term
is an exception, but is doable in the current settings. We will assume that inversionI is
such term which allows us to define the second field as

• param soundnessψI := λ(e : E) (f : Iρψ
#‰

p
#‰

u (Iφ
#‰

p
#‰

u e)). inversionI

The previous terms allow us to declare the instance of the corresponding type class. It
only remains to proof the soundness. We first modify the translation of inductives

Definition 19 (Inductive Reasonably Exceptional Translation). Given an inductive
block Indn

{
∆I := ∆C

}
. Along the blocks defined in Definition 17, we define:

∆Instψ :=

II : ΠJ
#       ‰

p : P K
Γ

ψ.ΠJ
#       ‰

u : UK
Γ,

#    ‰

p:P

ψ .

Paramψ (TypeVali (Iψ
#‰

p
#‰

u ) (Iφ
#‰

p
#‰

u ))

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (I : D) ∈ ∆I and I arity of �i


Where each II correspond to an instance of Paramψ conformed by paramψI and param soudnessψI .
We redefine the reasonably exceptional translation of inductive blocks to:

[Indn
{

∆I := ∆C

}
]
Γ

ψ
:= Indn

{
∆Iψ := ∆Cψ

}
∪ Indn

{
∆Iρψ := ∆Cρψ

}
∪∆Instψ

Just like Definition 17, the above definition is ambiguous for the case where the blocks only
define propositions. We assume for this case that the translation drops the two rightmost
contexts of the union.

We are now able to define the soundness of the modality.

Theorem 18 (Modality Soundness). The extension of Definition 19 is sound with respect
to the modality typing judgments.

Proof. We need to prove that the new instances are a valid declaration and that we can
realize in the target theory the two typing judgments of the source theory.

Case Valid instances:
Type classes can be thought as a single constructor inductive type where each field is an
argument of the constructor. It is clear from the construction that the instance generation
corresponds to the expected types and the positivity condition is respected. This means that
the translation redefinition of inductive types is valid.

Case Param-Term:
We need to show that

Γ ` [P N ]Γψ : J∗KΓ
ψ

Unfolding the translation we get that we have to prove

Γ ` paramψ N : ∗

The hypotheses allow us to conclude that there exists an instance for A of the type class
Paramψ. It is then direct that the required judgments holds.
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Case Param-Raise:
We need to prove that

Γ ` [F]Γψ : Π(e : JEKΓ
ψ). JP (raise A e)KΓ,e:E

ψ → JFalseKΓ,e:E
ψ

Unfolding definitions and reducing terms, we have to prove

Γ ` Fψ : Π(e : E). paramψ (Erri A e)→ Falseψ

Similar to the previous case, we can conclude that there exists an instance for A of the type
class Paramψ. The required element can be extracted of the instance and thus proving the
required judgment.

�

We have demonstrated that the modality is a sound extension and can be used to enforce
purity over exceptional terms on demand (not flooding the entire calculus).

Finally, we are able to generate the parametric inductive elimination described in the
previous section, where P is replaced by param . For example, we showed that for nat was:

Π(P : nat→ ∗).
P O→
(Π(n : A). P n→ P (S n))→
Π(n : nat).P n→ P n

In this new setting, we now have that:

Π(P : nat→ ∗).
P O→
(Π(n : A). P n→ P (S n))→
Π(n : nat). param n→ P n

In this chapter, we extended RETT with a modality that allows establishing the purity
of terms on demand. This offers more fine grained control on terms, which in turn allows
enunciating more expressive theorems. This extension is also validated through a syntactic
translation into CIC, but it relies on the type class mechanism. In the next chapter, we
instantiate RETT into the proof assistant Coq.
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Chapter 5

RETT Implementation: A Coq Plugin

So far, we developed a new type theory that provides exceptions, the ability to reason about
them consistently, and a modality to enforce the purity of terms. We now describe an
actual implementation of RETT as a Coq plugin (CoqRETT)1 where the terms of RETT
are interpreted as Coq terms/axioms and compiled to Coq terms through the plugin.

The rest of the section is dedicated to assessing how CoqRETT can be used to reason
about exceptional programs, its limitations, and how CoqRETT is implemented, i.e., the
interpretation of RETT in Coq.

5.1 CoqRETT in Action

We will see how CoqRETT can be used to reason about exceptional terms. Remember that
every term in RETT is interpreted through the translation. In CoqRETT, this step must be
declared in the source code.

First, CoqRETT is loaded by

Require Import Effects.Exception.

This line adds the exceptional type, the raising function, the modality, and provides the
translation and definition command.

Check Exception. (* Type *)

Check raise. (* ∀ (A: Type), Exception → A. *)

Check param. (* ∀ (A: Type), ParamMod A → A → Prop. *)

(* Effect Translate ... *)

(* Effect Definition ... *)

The command Effect Translate expects a Coq identifier and it tries to apply the translation
over that term. The command Effect Definition allows to declare a constant in CoqRETT,
but it is required to provide its translated term. For pedagogical reasons, we assume the
following degenerate raising function:

1https://github.com/hfehrmann/reasonably-exceptional-type-theory
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Check raise. (* ∀ (A: Type), A. *)

Additionally, the modality is represented by the term param. Despite its type, the modality
is simply used as

param M

Now, the following inductive is the type of list.

Inductive list (A: Type): Type :=
| nil: list A

| cons: A → list A → list A.

In order interpret list as an exceptional inductive, we apply the translation as follows:

Effect Translate list.

When CoqRETT translates a computational inductive with this command, it makes available
all the induction principles that RETT provides:

• The induction principle that considers the exceptional case when the term is being
eliminated into a computational type:

Check list_catch.
(* ∀ (A: Type) (P: list A → Type),

P nil →
(∀ (a: A) (l: list A), P l → P (cons a l)) →
P (raise (list A)) →
∀ (l: list A), P l.*)

• The induction principle that considers the exceptional case when the term is being
eliminated into a proposition:

Check list_catch prop.
(* ∀ (A: Type) (P: list A → Prop),

P nil →
(∀ (a: A) (l: list A), P l → P (cons a l)) →
P (raise (list A)) →
∀ (l: list A), P l. *)

• The induction principle that does not consider the exceptional case because the term
is pure and the term is being eliminated into a proposition:

Check list_ind param.
(* ∀ (A: Type) (P: list A → Prop),

P nil →
(∀ (a: A) (l: list A), P l → P (cons a l)) →
∀ (l: list A), param l → P l. *)

The user must translate the induction principle.

Effect Translate list_rect.
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Note that the computational rules that are valid in RETT cannot be added into CoqRETT.
However, we can derive them as propositional equations. These terms are not generated
automatically.

Effect Definition list_catch_nil_eq:
∀ A P Pnil Pcons Praise,
list_catch A P Pnil Pcons Praise (nil A) = Pnil.

Proof.
reflexivity.

Defined.

Effect Definition list_catch_cons_eq:
∀ A P Pnil Pcons Praise a l,
list_catch A P Pnil Pcons Praise (cons a l)
=
Pcons a l (list_catch A P Pnil Pcons Praise l).

Proof.
reflexivity.

Defined.

Effect Definition list_catch_raise_eq:
∀ A P Pnil Pcons Praise,
list_catch A P Pnil Pcons Praise (raise (list A)) = Praise.

Proof.
reflexivity.

Defined.

Effect Definition list_rect_raise_eq:
∀ A P Pnil Pcons,
list_rect A P Pnil Pcons (raise (list A)) = raise (P (raise (list A))).

Proof.
reflexivity.

Defined.

All of the above lays the ground to prove theorems related to lists. From now on, we will
assume that the command Effect Translate ... is applied to every definition and theorem,
which means that they are valid in RETT. For example, we are able to establish that an
empty list cannot be an exception.

Theorem nil_not_raise: ∀ A, nil A 6= raise (list A).
Proof.
intros A.
assert(
H: ∀ l,
nil A = l →
list_catch A (fun _ ⇒ Prop) True (fun _ _ _ ⇒ True) False l

).
{ intros l Heq. destruct Heq. rewrite list_catch_nil_eq. exact I. }
intro Heq. specialize (H (raise _) Heq).
rewrite list_catch_raise_eq in H. exact H.
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Defined.

Here we can see a standard technique in Coq where a hypothesis is generalized to a proof
of equality (assert) and then specialized (specialize) with the corresponding term. The
same technique can be applied to prove that a cons of a list is not an exception:

Theorem cons_not_raise: ∀ A a l, cons a l 6= raise (list A).

This theorem is still valid when the given list is a cons with an exceptional list. For example

cons 1 (raise (list A))

We can also define the following functions for lists

Definition head {A: Type} (l: list A): A :=
list_rect A (fun _ ⇒ A) (raise A) (fun a _ _ ⇒ a) l.

Definition tail {A: Type} (l: list A): A :=
list_rect A (fun _ ⇒ A) (raise (list A)) (fun _ l _ ⇒ l) l.

Definition length {A: Type} (l: list A): A :=
list_rect A (fun _ ⇒ nat) 0 (fun _ _ n ⇒ S n) l.

Now, we would like to establish some properties of these functions with respect to how
they behave when an exceptional list is given. First, we can prove the expected definitional
equations.

Theorem head_raise: ∀ A, head (raise (list A)) = raise A.

Theorem tail_raise: ∀ A, tail (raise (list A)) = raise (list A).

Theorem length_raise: ∀ A, length (raise (list A)) = raise nat.
Theorem length_cons_raise: ∀ A a, length (cons a (raise (list A))) = S (raise nat

).

A more interesting theorem is that the tail function does not raise an exception if the list
argument is not empty. To capture the notion of non empty, we use the ≤ type, which is an
inductively defined proposition.

Before we can prove such property, we have to prove that no natural number is lower than
an exception.

Theorem raise_not_leq: ∀ n, n ≤ raise nat → False.

Now, we can show that

Theorem non_empty_list_distinct_tail_raise:
∀ A l, 0 < length l → tail l 6= raise (list A).

Lastly, we would like to prove that the head of a non empty list is not an exception.

Theorem non_empty_list_head_not_raise:
∀ A l, 0 < length l → head l 6= raise A.

However, this is not the case. CoqRETT allows the following lists
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Definition exceptional_list1: list nat :=
cons (raise nat) (cons (raise nat) (raise (list A))).

Definition exceptional_list2: list nat :=
cons (raise nat) (cons (raise nat) nil).

These lists are non empty. Both contain exceptions as elements and the first one is also
an exceptional list. The existence of both lists imply that the theorem for the head function
is not provable without more constraints. This is where the modality enters. The modality
is able to filter the first type of lists, because it operates at sub terms of the same type.
Nevertheless, the second list is a pure list but still contains exceptional terms.

Not all is lost. In CoqRETT, we also have more flexibility on how we declare purity on
terms which allows us to define a deep parametricity proposition for lists.

Definition list param_deep {A} ‘{Param A} (l: list A): Prop :=
catch_list A (fun _ ⇒ Prop) True (fun a _ p ⇒ p ∧ param a) (fun _ ⇒ False) l.

This proposition captures that a list must be pure, but also that its elements must be pure.
Neither of the previous lists are deep pure. Then, the theorem for head can be stated and
proved

Theorem non_empty_deep param_list_head_not_raise:
∀ A l, 0 < length l → list param_deep l → head l 6= raise A.

This theorem is straightforward, but we have to use the consistency proof captured in the
modality for the head element.

5.2 Limitations

CoqRETT is able to interpret exceptions. Nevertheless, the definitional equations that are
valid for inductive eliminators can only be proved propositional in the source theory by a
translation to the target theory. This means that, in practice, the equations of reduction
must be declared after the translation of the inductives and cannot be used by the kernel to
compute.

In addition, Coq has cumulative universes, which means that it is possible to raise excep-
tions on Prop. This means that in order to establish truly valid theorems in CoqRETT, it is
necessary to translate every proof.

5.3 Foundation Code

The current development is a redefinition of a previous work [18]. As such, there exists a code
base that implements the translations defined in Section 2.5.2 and Section 2.5.3 as a plugin.
However, it was missing the implementation that handles records. Being able to translate
records is required because the modality is represented as a type class, which are just records
with a resolution mechanism. The code was updated to handle records as described in the
same work [18].
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5.4 Plugin foundation

We will show the foundation structures that are required by the translation. In the actual
implementation, all terms that belong to the target theory are parametrized by an exceptional
type argument. However, the current presentation will not be explicit about it, but it will
refer to this term as E.

First, we define the terms in the target theory, which handles exceptional types.

Cumulative Inductive type: Type :=
| TypeVal: ∀ (A: Type), (E → A) → type

| TypeErr: E → type

Definition El (A : type): Type :=
match A with

| TypeVal A _ ⇒ A

| TypeErr e ⇒ unit

end.

Definition Err (A : type): E → El A :=
match A return E → El A with

| TypeVal _ e ⇒ e

| TypeErr _ ⇒ fun _ ⇒ tt

end.

Then, we define the two axioms, which are the exceptional type and raising function.

Axiom E: Type.

Axiom raise: ∀ (e: E) (A: Type), A.

These are the terms that we use in CoqRETT at the source level. Now, every term must
have its translated counterpart. The corresponding terms are

Definition Eε := TypeVal E (fun e ⇒ E).

Definition raiseε (A: type) (e: E):= Err A e.

Finally, the modality is interpreted as a type class in CoqRETT. At the source level, the
modality is defined as:

Class Param (A: Type): Type := {
param: A → Prop;
param_correct: ∀ (e: E), param (raise A e) → False;
}

Here, we can see the modality param, but also, the consistency proof related to the type
that declares the instance of the type class. Note that the consistency proof uses the False

proposition. This forces the plugin to provide the translation of False.

Inductive Falseε: Prop :=.

The target counterpart of the modality is
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Class Paramε (A: type): Type := {
paramε: El A → Prop;
param_correctε: ∀ (e: E), paramε (raiseε A e) → Falseε;
}

5.5 Plugin Implementation

The plugin implements the translation described in the previous chapters. It has to take
in consideration the structure of Coq. The plugin actually translate terms that are already
defined in the environment – it translate the associated identifier. When the plugin translates
an identifier, it translates the body and the type, generates a new identifier, associates the
previous information and adds an entry to the environment. It then adds the identifiers
into an internal map that relates the source and target identifiers. The plugin generates an
initial map where the axioms and exceptional definitions described in the previous section
are mapped, respectively.

On the negative fragment, the implementation is quite similar to the ETT plugin. However,
as it was laid out in the previous chapters, we need to make a distinction when the current
term is a proposition or a computational term. Both translations must carry a context to
generate the expected universe constraints, but now it also must be used to check the current
hierarchy of the term. Let us have the following definitions:

Definition type_id (A: Type) (a: A): A := a.
Check type_id. (* ∀ (A: Type), A → A. *)

Definition prop_id (A: Prop) (a: A): A := a.
Check prop_id. (* ∀ (A: Prop), A → A. *)

The first term is the identity on Type and the second term is the identity on Prop. Their
respective translations are:

Definition type_idε (E: Type) (A: type) (a: El A): El A := a.
Check type_idε. (* ∀ (E: Type) (A: type), El A → El A. *)

Definition prop_idε (E: Type) (A: Prop) (a: A): A := a.
Check prop_idε. (* ∀ (E: Type) (A: Prop), A → A. *)

Note how the translation leaves term in the Prop hierarchy almost intact.

The real difference happens when translating inductives. The translation of propositional
inductives result in a similar structure at the target theory, interpreting only computational
terms as exceptional. A clear example is the existence inductive. The source inductive is the
following

Inductive ex (A : Type) (P : A → Prop) : Prop :=
| ex_intro : ∀ (x: A), P x → ex A P.

The translated inductive is:

Inductive exε (E: Type) (A : type) (P : El A → Prop) : Prop :=
| ex_introε : ∀ (x: El A), P x → exε E A P.
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Note that, the propositional part (Prop and P x) are left intact, while the computational ones
are interpreted as exceptional (Type and A).

On the other hand, the translation of computational inductives are handled differently.
Besides the translated inductive, they require a parametric inductive, and at the source
and target theory, a catch induction, a parametric induction, an instance declaration and a
consistency proof. The plugin generates all: the inductives, the instance of the type class
and the proof of consistency. As an example, assume again the list inductive declaration.

Inductive list (A: Type): Type :=
| nil: nil A

| cons: A → list A → list A.

Its exceptional translation corresponds to

Inductive listε (E: Type) (A: type): Type :=
| nilε: listε E A

| consε: El A → listε E A → listε E A.
| listφ: E → listε E A.

Note the added exceptional constructor. Its parametric exceptional translation corresponds
to

Inductive list param (E: Type) (A: type): listε E A → Type :=
| nil param: list param E A (nilε E A)
| cons param: ∀ (a: El A) (l: listε E A),

list param E A l → list param E A (consε E A a l).

The catch induction principle is declared as an axiom in the source theory:

Axiom list_catch:
∀ (A: Type) (P: list A → Type),
P nil →
(∀ (a: A) (l: list A), P l → P (cons a l)) →
(∀ (e: E), P (raise (list A) e)) →
∀ (l: list A), P l.

and it is mapped to the induction principle of the exceptional inductive. Similarly, the
parametric induction principle is provided as an axiom in the source theory:

Axiom list_ind param:
∀ (A: Type) (P: list A → Prop),
P nil →
(∀ (a: A) (l: list A), P l → P (cons a l)) →
∀ (l: list A), param l → P l.

but the target definition internally uses the induction principle of the parametric exceptional
inductive.

The instance declaration of the modality in the source theory is also represented as an
axiom.

Axiom Instance list_instance (A: Type): Param (list A).
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The target instance is declared as follows

Instance list_instanceε (E: Type) (A: type):
Paramε E (TypeVal (listε E A) (listφ E A)) := {

paramε := list param E A;
param_correctε := ...;
}

The field param_correctε can always be generated at translation time by an inversion2.
The result is a huge term that proves the statement.

5.6 Plugin Performance

The plugin’s performance for large projects is an open question and a formal assessment of
it is out of scope of the current thesis. Nevertheless, we now explore some examples as an
informal assessment.

First of all, we have to point out that there are two modes relevant to us when executing
Coq: the interactive mode and the batch compilation mode. The user uses the interactive
mode to write programs and theorems step by step. The batch compilation mode takes a
file, usually written in interactive mode, and goes though it completely, executing commands
and compiling terms [26]. For example, we can write the following definitions in a file in
interactive mode:

Time Definition number := Eval compute in 80 ∗ 505. (* 40400 *)

(* Finished transaction in 0.832 secs *)

Fixpoint slow_fixpoint (n m : nat) : nat.
Proof.
do 20 (refine (id _)).
destruct m.
− exact O.
− exact (slow_fixpoint n m).

Time Defined.
(* Finished transaction in 2.49 secs *)

Time Definition fun_test (_: True) (_: nat) (_: True) (a: nat) :=
id (id (id (id (id (id (id (id (id a)))))))).

(* Finished transaction in 0. secs *)

and we then can compile the file in batch execution mode. These terms are in pure Coq.
The first command defines that number is equal to the value of 80 ∗ 505, which is 40400,
and Coq takes 0.832 seconds to calculate such value. The second command defines a recur-
sive function named slow_fixpoint through Coq’s tactic language [26] and Coq takes 2.49
seconds to validate the term (Coq does additional validations for recursive functions). The
third command defines a term that Coq only has to type check. These examples illustrate
use cases that happen when developing Coq programs, some of which can be time consuming.

2Coq tactic to derive equations on proofs
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Let us come back to the plugin. The translation of RETT defined in Figure 3.3 establishes
a conditional branch when translating a product or a term viewed as a type:

[Π(x : A).M ]Γψ :=


Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). JBKΓ,x:A
ψ Γ ` Π(x : A). B : ∗

TypeVali
Π(x : JAKΓ

ψ). JBKΓ,x:A
ψ

λ(e : E) (x : JAKΓ
ψ). [B]Γ,x:A

ψφ e

∼

JAKΓ
ψ :=

{
[A]Γψ Γ ` A : ∗
Eli [A]Γψ ∼

The plugin has the same logic. This means that the plugin does type checking whenever
it encounters one of the previous situations when translating a term. Here, it is important
to highlight that the plugin performs type checking with verified Coq terms: terms where
all computations and validations have already been performed. Translating the above terms
yields:

Time Effect Translate number. (* Finished transaction in 0.451 secs *)

Time Effect Translate slow_fixpoint (* Finished transaction in 0.004 secs*)

Time Effect List Translate fun_test. (* Finished transaction in 0.004 secs*)

These numbers do not allow us to establish a relation between Coq definition time and plugin
execution time. Additionally, the plugin generates terms when translating inductive types,
but these terms are a syntactic derivation from the original inductive type, which should not
produce an explosion in the plugin’s execution time.

Nonetheless, these execution times can add up when executing Coq in batch mode. For
example, the program presented in Section 5.1 can be considered small and its total compi-
lation time takes about 0.43 seconds to compile in batch mode. If we take out all the non
essential translations, the compilation takes 0.25 seconds in batch mode.

In this chapter we explored the implementation of CoqRETT, the implementation of RETT
in Coq. We showed how it can be used, explained the internals of the plugin and made a
brief analysis on its performance.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, we developed a dependent type theory with exceptions, which supports con-
sistent reasoning about exceptional terms. Additionally, it is possible to enforce purity of
exceptional terms when required.

The novel features of the theory are the logical consistency, which opens the door to develop
certified software using exceptions, the fact that exceptions can be captured and transformed
by the related structures of the theory, and that exceptional terms can be restricted through
a modality.

At first glance, this work can be seen as a merge between two previous exceptional type
theories: ETT and PETT. RETT provides exceptions as ETT and it is able to enforce purity
on terms like PETT, although locally. In practice, RETT goes beyond. It allows reasoning
about exceptions while remaining consistent, unlike ETT, and it is possible to enunciate
theorems about exceptions, unlike PETT, while still being able to enforce purity.

Additionally, we developed a Coq plugin and were capable of proving theorems relating
exceptional terms and propositions operating from the source theory, and checking their
validity by applying the translation. This process comes with an overhead in execution and
a formal assessment is required, but it seems negligible compared to Coq execution time at
first glance.

The present type theory corresponds to an instance of the theory presented in the ex-
tended version in [19]. Here, the theory is closer to CIC having only two sorts to differ-
entiate between pure and computational terms, while the extension has an additional sort
that mediates between the other two. This difference allows the internalization of the para-
metricity predicate in the translation in the extended version, while here we require the
use of the internal mechanism of type classes to lookup the corresponding parametricity
predicate. Nevertheless, both works use the same implementation at the plugin level be-
cause this is where they coincide. The thesis’s author proved the current theory valid and
extended the plugin of [18] with missing features plus the extension to realize the current
theory.

Finally, this work opens the door to a new world of possibilities. We were already capable
of using exceptions in proof assistants, but with RETT, we have more control over them and
we can trust the theorems that we prove. It is still cumbersome to work in CoqRETT due to
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its implementation through axioms and the inability to extend reduction rules. Nevertheless,
to our knowledge, it is the first implementation of an exceptional type theory with consistent
reasoning.
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